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DEFENCE Of INDIA 
THE 

2ro61enl of 12afionalit.afion 

I.-THE. PROBLEM STATED 

The National Demand 

The general public has been kept familiar with 
thC' problem of Indianizing the army mainly through 
the di;;;cussion of three concrete proposals, The first of 
thPse is to make the commissioned ranks of the army 
Indian, the second to replace the British regiments 
in India b~· purely Indian units, and the third to 
transfer the control of army affairs to an Indian 
minister. Of these the first is by far the oldest demand, 
for it was first discussed as a practical proposition in 
188:>. From that date tilll914, public opinion generally 
and the Indian National Congress in particular repeatedly 
insisted on the change, without howe\N' any result. 
Then came the war and with it an immense strengthen
ing of the Indian case through India's whole-hearted 
co-operation with Great Britain and the fine reco1'(l 
of Indian soldiers. As a result, the Gon•rnnwnt 
introduced the Ilrinciple of Indianization just after the 
war, aucl some qualified Indians were given commis
l'ions in tlw army. This was followetl by a more 



systematic schente to Indianize eight selected units of 
the Indian army, and in coru·se of the next few years 
the principle has been further amplified by the adoption 
of a wider scheme and the creation of a military 
college in India. 

By this time, however, the public expectation has 
wholly outstripped the hesitating concessions. What 
Indian opinion now wants is a rapid and complete 
substitution of the British officers of the army by 
trained Indians, while the military authorities not only 
believe this to be impracticable but also look upon the 
scheme of Indianization now being worked out as tenta
tive and experimental. The divergence'·between the two 
poi:uts of view is thus fundamental, and if the highest 
military authorities are to be believed, there is no 
likelihoocl of the pace of Indianization being quickened in 
the near future. 

Nor have the nationalist efforts been more success
ful over the other two proposals. The idea of entrus
ting the defence of India to an Indian minister and 
of eliminating the British regiments is of course a 
logical corollary to the transfer -of leadership to Indians. 
It is only by the simultaneous adoption of all tl1ese 
steps that the process of Indianization can be completed. 
But so far there is not the least sign of the experi

.ment being tried. All that Indian politicians have been 
able to do about the last two items is to put formal 
resolution~ before the Government, without, howewr, 
being able to secure even the recognition of the 
principle. . 
: . But whatever the success of these attelll})ts, there 

is f\t least no doubt alJout their intention. What nationalist 
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OilllliOll seeks to do about the army is not simply to 
open up for Indians careers' now closed to them, nor 
en'n to bring about a reform in matters of detail. 
Both these are desirable !'nds but the real object is 
far more comprehensiw. The Indian National Congress 
wants to transform the whole of the defence service 
of India from its present to a national footing as one 
of the indispensable conditions and the natural fulfil
ment of the ideal of Swaraf The right and capacity 
of defence is an integral part of self-government. 
Without it no scl1eme of local autonomy can be consi
dered to be adequate. The people of India at present 
do not possess this right of defence, nor are their latent 
c3pacities in tlus respect being properly de\eloped. This 
must be looked u110n as one of the first conditions to 
be fulfi.ll!'d if India is ever to become the master of 
her destiny. 

Character of the Present Army 

It is perhaps needless to explain that the nationa
lization of the defence of India will.be neither an easy 
nor a light task. As now constituted, the armed 
forces under the Go\ernment of India are Indian in one 
sense only-in that their cost is borne by the people 
of India.. In enrything else they are either British 
or, at any rate, non-national, though an oYerwhelming 
proportion of their personnel is furnished by India. The 
main f!'atures of the non-national character of the 
~\rmy in India may be summarized under the following 
heads: 

1. It is not controlled hy Indians, and the consti
tutional r£>presentatin•s _of the people of India 
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in the governmental machinery haYe no effec 
tive voice in its affairs. 

2. It is recruited from certain parts of India only 
and not from the country as a whole. To 
be more particular, rather more than half of 
its personnel is furnished by the Punjab and 
the North-West Frontier Province with parts 
of Kashmir, about a quarter by the hilly 
tracts of Garhwal, Kumaon and Nepal, and 
less than a' quarter by certain regions of 
Rajputana, the U. P., Bombay, Madras and 
Burma. Provinces like Bengal, Assam, Bihar 
and Orissa and the C. P., and large areas of ' 
Madras and Bombay do not furnish a single 
soldier to the army. 

3. Even within the areas from which the army 
is normally recruited there is a strict regu
lation of the quotas to be furnished by each 
district, tribe, caste or sect. Any Punjabi 
Mussalman or Gurkha cannot claim to be· 
·freely admitted to the army simply because 
he happens to come from one of the two 
most numerous classes enlisted in the ranks. 
He must also belong to the specified district, 
tribe, clan or: even gob-a. In point of fact, 
the Punjabi :l\1ussalmans in the armv are 
preponderantly trans-Chenab and the Gurkhas, 
Magars and Gurungs. 

4. Not 011ly is the Indian army recruited from 
a limited number of carefully selected classes 
from certain specified regions, but it~; whole 
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internal organization is based on a caste 
system more rigid than that of even' Hindu 
society. The Indian army does not rocognize 
the individual. It is neatly grouped into 
battalions, companies, squadrons, and sometimes 
even platoons :of specified classes according 
to a fixed ratio, and no one who does not 
belong to one of these classes is allowed to 
enter the army simply because he is indi
vidually fit. What is more important still\ 
an individual of one class is not permitted 
to serve in a group allotted to another, and 
these groups are so arra11ged that they retain 
their tribal or communal loyalties and at the 
same time balance the characteristics and the 
influence of one another. 

n. Indians in the army are kept more o1' less 
insulated from the rest of the population, or 
at least are not encouraged to mix freely with 
them. The result is mutual suspicion. The 
soldiers look upon the civil population as a 
class of inferior beings and the latter return 
the unfriendly feeling by regarding the soldiers 
as pampered and arrogant mercenaries. 

G. The Army in India is partly constituted of 
units of the British Army, and till very 
recently Indians were not employed in all its 
arms. These two facts taken together made 
nnd still make it impossible for Indians in the 
army to fight a campaign by themselves alone. 
Ever since the l\Iuti11y it had remained one of 
the fundamental principles of army organization 
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in India that not only should Indians not be 
allowed to occupy positions of responsibility i:lnd 
power in the army, but that they should also 
never be taken into all its arms so that they 
might be able, by themselves alone, to constitute 
a self-contained fighting formation. This tradi
tional policy has been partially abandoned as 
a result of the decision to give commissions to 
Indians, to raise a purely Indian regiment of 

artillery, a11d to Indianize one of the four 
divisions of the Field Army. But the transfor
mation, such. as it is, is being worked out with 
extreme caution. It will still take a long time 
to be accomplished, and even when completed 
will affect not more than one-twelfth of the 
total fighting strength of the Army in India. 
There is also no idea, as has already been said, 

of eliminating the purely British. units of the 
army. 

7. Even now and in spite of the decision 
to give commissions to Indians and to 
start a military college in India, the leadership 
of the army is to all il1tents and 
purposes purely British. The British 
officers· in India are technically 
divided into two classes, thol>e of British Service 
and those belonging to the Indian Army. For 
the practical purpose of command, however, 
there is no distinction between them, and 
they all belong to the close trade union of 
British officers of the.entire British and Indian 
armed forces. Politically, these officers, are 
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imbued through and through with the ideals of 
British imperialism, and their military doctrine 
is that of the Imperial General Staff. This, 
of course, is both natural and desirable from 
the British ·point of view but it does not on . 
that account make the Indian army more 
national. 

8. Last of all: the function of the Army in India 
is not purely Indian. It is imperial and not 
national. Briefly, this means that the Army 
in India is maintained to uphold British. 
economic and political interests in · India and 
the East ana that it may be used against 
Indians in the interest of British supremacy. 

Spirit and Quality of the Army 

These characteristics give to the Indian army of 
today certain qualities of its own. High military 
authorities are of opinion that as a fighting machine it 
would be able to stand up to any European army. 
This may be quite true. But at the same time it is well 
to remember that, in spite of its efficiency and the 
fighting quality of its Indian personnel, the Indian army 
stands in a class apart from the armies of modern civilized 
States. The most striking of these peculiarities is the 
absence in it of a national feeling and the patriotism which 
springs from it. This sense of a national mission has always 
been recognized as one of the most valuable moral assets 
of au army. It is, however, wholly abse:p.t in the Army 

. in India. Its spirit is purely professional and it has to 
maintain the fighting quality of its Indian pPrsomlCl by 
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basing itself exclusi \"'ely on either professional pride or 
hereditary and traditional aptitudes. 

It follows from this that the Indian army cannot, like 
the best armies of modern tinies, be the expression of tl1e 
highest military potentiality of the nation. Military 
energy after all is only a specialized and concentratell 
form of social energy, and the past history, the habits and 
traditiol1''1, as well as the cultural and political ideals of 
a people ha\'e as much to do with it as purely physieal 
attributes. By its very nature the Indian army cannot 
draw upon all the elements of strength to be found in the 
different factors of national life. To that extent its morale 
is weak, a1ul the British military authorities who are 
perfectly conscious of the fact· try b compensate for the 
weakness by incllfcling pul'ely British ~nits in the fighting 
formations. 

Another peculiarity of the existing army, whieh is 
equally conspicuous, is the absence in its Indian portion, 
due to lack of opportunities, training and education, of all 
capacity for leadership, organization and initiati>e on the 
highest military plane. As a modern fighting machine 
the Indian army would go to pieces if the Bl'itish officers 
were removed from it. The presence of a small number 
of Indian officers in it has not made any difference in 
this respect felt as yet, and the role of the Indian elt>ment 
in the army may still be very justly eompared to that of 
stone chips sen·ing . as filling in a reinforcell concrete 
building, while the steel frame and net:>. which give· the 
sh·ucture its shape and strt-ngth correspond to the British 
clenwnt. It is of course obvious that no other system is 
possible undrr the existing circumstanC't>S lmt, as even 
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Sir Valentine Chirol admitted, 'the system "howev~r well 

it works in practice for the production of a t·eliab!e fighti~1g 

machine, was not calculated to train Indians to protect 
themselves.'' 

Any thoroughgoing programme of lndianizing the 
army should alter all this. A national army for India 
should be commanded and controlled by Indians, be 
recruited from all parts of the country and be animated 
by a national spirit. It should be a self-contained fighting 
machine able to do without the help and guidance of 
foreigners and above all, it should foster the military 
capacity of the whole nation and be directly 
related to it. Admittedly this is a far-reaching 
programme, and British military authorities have 
never recognized even the remote possibility 
of its fulfilment. This, however, is hardly unexpected. 
The military profession is extremely conservative all the 
world over. Even in free and progressive countries 
it is non-receptive of new ideas, and iu liJdia 
the soldier's natural distrust of innovation has been 
immeasurably strengthened by racial and political preposse
ssions. Hence: an advocate of army reform in India is 
likely to be condemned by the military authorities as 
an unpractical visionary. But, as a British military 
writer has shrewdly observed, the military mind cannot 
make a disinction between having vision and being a 
visionary. If a solution to the problem of Indianizing 
the army is to be found at all, it will be found through 
vision, combined with a clear insight into the 
obstacles existing on our side as well as those likely 
to be created by extraneous circumstances. 
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11.-fUNCTION 

National And Imperial function 

Of all the aspects in which the Army in India 
might be made more truly national, function should he 
dealt with first, because it is vital not only for its own 
sake but also as a key to the rest of the problem. Every 
army exists for a definite purpose. It is this purpose 
which govems the principles of its organization, composi
tion and equipment. If, therefore, an army is to be 
changed in any important respect, the wry first question 

to ask should be whether there is anything inherent in its 

function which stands in the wa.y. 

Now, were this question to be put to an euucatt'd 
Indian about the existing army, there is not the least 

doubt what his answt'r will be. To most Indians the 
Army in India is an army of occupation, a foreign 
garrison maintained at the cost of India in order to 
perpetuate her political subjection to Great B1·itain. This 
being so, Indians do not take very seriously the assurances 
of -Goyernment spokesmen about the disintt>rested purpose 
of the army, and some of them even go so far in their 
scepticism as to treat the usual pleas about external 
aggression and internal troubles as wholly a pretence. 
Those who hold this view are not at all convinced that the 
danger to India from the neighbouring powers and bordPr 
tribes is real, and consequently they find no occasion for 
surprise if the Government shows an unwillingness to 
transfer to Indian control an anny whose real purpose, as 
they say, is to SU})pre~s the nationalist aspirations of the 
people of the country •. · 
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This, howeV"er, is definitely an extreme standpoint and 
is not based on a correct and comprehensi V"e appreciation of 
the military stakes im·ol\'ed. Though the Army in India 
is still the mailed fist behind the British cif"il adminis
tration, a wry Yaluable factor of it-; political and financial 
credit and the final sanction of its authority, the holding 
of India against Indians in the present disarmed state of 
the country can no longer be regarded as an important 
militar.r problem. There was indeed a time "tvhen the 
supression of any possible armed outbreaks on the part 
of the princes and the people of India was considered to be 
the·principal function of the army. But this role ba.-; been 
obsolescent since the eighties of the last century. · It was 
the Russian menace which pushed it into the background 
and the steady growth of this danger till the conclusion 
of the Anglo-Russian Agreement of 1907 induced Lord 
KitchE'ner to gi,·e to internal security a wholly SE'C(Indary 
place in his scheme of rE-organization. 

Onl.v once hehnc-en the days of Lord Robert£ and the 
present time did the question of internal security seem to 
be on the way to regain sollle of its old importance. This 
happ<'lted between 1912 and 1914 and was due to the 
fears created by the Swadeshi mo>ement In1912 a com
mittee was appointecl to report on the sh·ength of the 
armed forces to be maintained in Inclia. This committee 
submitted its report· the next yE'ar and, among other 
things, expressed the opinion that Lord Kitchener had 
been too optimistic about the domestic situation · in India 
in relegating internal security to a position of minor 

importance. It consequently proposed that the strength 

of the troops assig:uC>d to this duty· should be increased. 
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This view Was eddently shared by the Government of 
India, for, when the war broke out, it starved the expedi
tionary forces sent out of India of their reinforcements 
for fear of possible complications ·within the country. This 
led to the disaster in 1\Iesopotamia, which, in its turn~ 
brought about a complete revolution in the outlook of tbe 
Indian military authorities. After the war anothu 
committee went afresh into the question of the military 
requirements of India and assigned to the army function1 
at once more balanced and more consistents with thE 
strategic demands of the hour. 

Under these new principles, the needs of internal . 
security have not been forgotten but they have not been . 
allowed to overshadow or interfere with the other functions 
of the army. This is perfectly in accord with the latest 
doctrines of imperial military organization. Unlike the 
armies of great continental powers, which are meant to 
pro'\'ide against a definite military contingency, the armed 
forces of the British Empire haYe to be suited to a wide 
range of circumstances, varying from a world war to a 
small expedition against an unci >ilized tribe or police 
duties in a city street. Then·. organization, therefore, is 
extremely flexible, and, though readily capable of modi
fication and expansion, is suited to aYerage rather than 
exceptional circumstances. Exactly the same principles 
haYe been followed in the post-war reorganization of the 
Army in India. It is at once a resern police force, a 
garrison and a field army, and its war organization has 
been so devised that it can provide for external defence, 
border policing and internal security in their due 
oi·(le1· of importance without any owrlapping or clash of 
.duties. 
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This does not, however, mean that ali -that Britisll 
military and civil authorities say about the function of 
the army is necessarily true. The most important fact 
about the Army in India is not that it is intended against 
Indians to the exclusion of defence against _external 
aggression and n·ibal raids but that, in every one of the 
functions assigned to it, it is more concerned with British 
than Indian interests and is thus a considerable acldition 
to the natural defensive 1·equirements of India. Natm·ally, 

_ British writers do not admit this. They argue that the 
task of defending India is unique and without parallel in 
the rest of the British Empire, and in support of this 
opinion point to the immense land frontier of India, to 

the semi-civilized and warlike tribes living all along it, 
to the past inv-asions of India through the north-western 

passes, to the exposed coast-line, and, last of all, to the 

racial and religious feuds of the innumerable commuuities 

of India. l\Iost of these difficulties are, however, either 

exaggerated or inapplicable to present-day conditions. 

Xotlting more than a passable familiarity with _ the 

prolJlem is necessary to show that the task of defending 

India has been made materially heavier and more com

plex under the~existing political l'egime than what it 

would ha>e been had India been a f1·ee country or a 

Dominion of the British Empire. It is exactly this 

difference introduced by the British connection which 

constitutes the injustice of th·} military burden of India 

and it can certainly be challenged by Indians as an 

imperial and not a national liability. 
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Natural Defensive Requirements of India 
We must now try to find out what this difference 

amounts to in actual practice and in order to do so m~ke 
a comparison between the natural military requirements 
of India and those created by tlte British connection. 

The conditions mHler ·whieh every country must be 
defended at·e set by three important facts: first, its 
geographical situation ; secondly, its economic needs and 
political aspirations ; and thirdly, its relations witlt 
foreign powers as influence(l by the two previous considera
tions. In every one of these respects, India may be 
considered to l10ld a peculiarly favourable position. Sh£' 
is, i11 spite of tendentious assertions to the contrary, one 
of the best naturally protected countries of tl1e world. 
Well-defined barriers separate her from her neighbo~rs, 
an(l for the most part tltesl' are impassable. Thl' milit~ry 
authorities themselves recognize the strength of India's 
natural defences by considering the ·whole land frontiE-r 
from Gilgit to Siam absolute!)· safe from the milit~ry 

point of view, and by not providing a single battalion of 
the Regular, Auxiliary or Territorial forces for holding 
it, with the exception of an unimportant detachment at 
Gyantse in Tibet, which, however, is stationed thE're for a 
wholly di:ffe1ent purpose. 

In addition, India is insulated from the great ·Asiatic 
powers by a wide belt of difficult, sparsely populated and 
barren country, comprising the deserts of eastern Pe1'Sia, 
western Balucl1istan and south-western Afghanistan, the 
mountainous and bleak regions ~f Sinkiang~ and Tibet, 
and the jungles of northern Burma, Indo-China and Siam. 
The whole of this area is so lacking in natural l't'sourt'E's 
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and means of communication and so e.x.trenie. in dimate 
that the passage of large bodies of men ·with · modern 
equipments of war over it would present insuperable 
difficulties. Even the most modern and powerful 
aeroplanes would not be able to cross into India 
over this belt owing to the distance and the atmospheric 
conditions created by the high altitude, and if one or two 
specialized machines succeeded in reaching the· fringe of 
the country, they would either be brought down or be 
utterly incapable of inflicting any material damage. 

One has only to compare these conditions with the 
indeterminate frontiers, with whole countries within air 
ra11ge of one another, between France and Germany, 
Germany and Poland, Poland and Soviet Russia, Soviet 
Russia and Manchoukuo, which ·are nevertheless held 
against highly organized potential enemies, in order to realize 
the military advantages possessed by India.' Yet this is not 
the whole of the matter. Just as India is a well-marked 
geographical unit she can also be a self-contained 
economic and political unit. Unlike Great Britain, whose 
prosperity and even existence depend on world-wide 
commerce and free transport of food from"the farthest ends 
of the earth, India is economically self-sufficient and well 
able to provide for the material needs of all her popula
tion. This self-sufficiency is in fact so complete that eYm 
in the present unindustrializ(•d state of the country, 
a stringent Llockade would make uo. difference to the 
IJCOI1le of India exce1Jt a c-ertain lowering of the standard 

of li\'ing. 'Vith the country industrialJy vivified like 

Soviet Russia thf>y would be in almost an impregnable 
position. 
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The military and political need of India 
is, therefore, to leave and be left well alone, and for 
this purpose her defensive forces should be just 
sufficient. to act as a deterrent on foreign powers and to 
destroy in detail any invading army that may reach 
the borders of India. This last, however, is not likely 
to be a normal contingency as the difficulty of attacking 
India by land is too great anll the bases from which a 
_na\al expedition adequat~ to conquer India could be sent 
out are too far away. Besides, the natural political and econo-
mic development of all her Asiatic neighbours is in no way 
affected by India. None of them have any direct point of 
friction with her which ~ould induce them to seek war, 
and unless we oursehes excited their cupidity by a 
culpable display of military weakness they would probably 
all be perfectly ready to leave us alone. 

Three Special Problems 
The definition just gi,en of the basic military require

ments of India leaves out of account three considerations 
on which official apologists lay special emphasis. These 
are the question~ of India's relations with Afghanistan 
and the Pathan tribes and the possibility of an invasion 
of India through the north-western passes. As regards 
the last, which fig-ures most in popular imagination, it is 
often stated that as Illdia has been invaded more than 
once in the past by warlike peoples from Central Asia, 
the same thing might be repeated in our days. This, 
howtver, is wholly an imaginary fear. It does not 
require a very profound knowledge of history to discowr 
that a modern irruption of barbarian hordes into India is 
no longer a practical I>Ossibility. The Scythian, Hun, 
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Turki, Mongol and Tartar invasions of India wet·c caused 
not by any circumstances on this side of the Hinuu Kush, 
but by ethnological disturbances in the Central Asiatic 
steppes. The wars of nomadic peoples living in those 
regions led to the overflow of barbarous and semi-barba
rous hordes into the adjoining areas of Russia, China and 
Persia as well as India. All these countries had to 
suffer equally from these in~ursions, and if an exodus of 
nomadic tribes, such as had taken place in the past, were 
again to be feared, the countries which would su:ffer most 
from them are as likely to he Soviet Russia, China and 
Persia as India. Yet no one e-ren thinks of putting such 
a possibility before the General Staffs of these countries 
and eYen in India it is never met with except in "\\Titings 
intended for popular propaganda. 

The c1uestion of Afghanistan and Pathan tribes is of 
greater practical importance, though even here there has
been a good deal of mere specious reasoning. Looked at 
from a purely defensive point of view, the problem of 
resisting Afghan aggression is not very difficult. Just 
as the settling down and <~ivilizing of the nomadic tribes 
of Turkestan and he expansion of Russia have dried up 
the very source, so to say, of all widespread ethnographic 
disturbances in Central Asia, the same historical process 
has destroyed Afghanistan's importance as a corridor of 
these invasions. If Afghanistan were to attack India 
now, it would ha-re to do so with its own solitary 
strength, and neither its man-power nor its economic re
sources are such as to make this a real danger to a 
unified India. 

In actual fact, however, it may safely be assumed 
that Afghanistan has no intention of making 
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an unprovoked attack on India and that this part 
of the defensive arrangement of India need 
be nothing more than the normal routine 
of frontier defence. The same remark applies to 
the Pathan tribes living in the unadministered territoriE's 
of the North-West Frontier Province. It is customary to 
speak about the love of independence and warlike habits 
of these tribes. Yet their military potentialities are not 
very high in spite of the advantage given to them by the 
nature of the ground. Their number is limited to some 
hundreds of thousands;_ the population of one of the larger 
Indian districts. They are armed only with the rifle, 
swords and knives. Their supply of ammunition and 
arms is extremely precarious. They have no artillery 
and cannot use the automatic weapons which at times 
fall into their hands. So, what they are really interested 
in is 11ot a trial of strength with the heavily-armed 
and highly-organized standing army of India, but 
plundering raids to which the poverty of their country 
and the atmosphere of robbery and blood feud drive 
them. The problem of the frontier tribes is thus· a local 
and restricted problem of policing, civilizing and educat
ing. B:dtish frontier officials themselves recognize 
this and try to provide employment for the tribesmen 
by undertaking road-building. If yet they cannot 
always look upon the problem as one of local importa11ce, 
it is not due to anything inl1erent in the I11dian situation 
-but to the international rivalries and enmities arising 
out of Great Britain's position in world politics. 
External Defence Under British Rule 

The· most important of these factors which complicate 
the task of India's external defence is the presence 



heyond the Oxus of Russia, whom the ruling class of 
Great Britain regard as the arch-enemy of the. British 
Empire. The rivalry of Russia and Englancl in world 
11olitics is one of the great motive forces of nineteei1th 
century diplomatic history, and, strange as it may seem, 
it has been inherited by the Bolshevists from the 
Czarist regime. It remained quiescent for ten years, from 
HJ07 to 1917, under the greater threat of German ambitious. 
But with the rise of the Bolshevists to power it has 
regained all its old sharpness. This should not, 
howcn~r, be taken to mean that Russia intends to 
invade India through Afghauist1n. As far back as 
:907, General Palitsin, the Chief of the Staff of the 
Russian army, assured the- British l\filitary Attache 
in St. Petersburgh that the idea of a Russian 
invasion of India had never been seriously entertained 
by responsible Russians. This opinion is probably 
shared by the Chiefs of the Soviet army also. But that 
docs 110t prevent Soviet statesmen, as it did not prevent 
their Czarist predecessors, from making a full use of 
the threat to· create trouble in Afghanistan in order 
to extort concessions from Great Britain in other 
matters and spheres. 

On the other side, British soldiers and statesmen 
are also not too eager to avoid at all costs any occasion 
for conflict with Soviet Russia. A large majority of 
the officers of the British army, navy and air force, 
who naturally give shape to the military policy and 
plans of the Empire, .belongs to the extreme anti-Soviet 
seetion of the British people. It was the politicians 
aml soldiers of this section who supported with men 

' 
mOlH'J and munitions the risings of the White Russian 
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leaders against the reYolutionary order, and should a 
similar opportunity offer in the future, they would not 
he unwilling to adopt the same course. The more 
thoughtful 1nilitary thinkers certainly 1·ealize that to 
attack Russia at the fringes would be like striking the 
air. Nevertheless, the policy of tearing away outlying 
parts of the SoYiet. Union, like Ukraine, the Caucasus, 
Turkestan and eastern Siberia, has been put forward 
in B1·itish journals representing Sl'rious Serr-ice opinion. 
It is quite likely that tlm·e are among the British 
officers of the Indian army many who hold these 
Yiews. These officers would not be sorry to strike a 
blow at the SoYiets at the only place where the frontiers 
of Russia and the Dritish Empire come within striking 
distance of one another. 

It is this mutual hostility of Great Britain and 
Russia which makes Afghanistan and the North-'Yest 
Frontier of India the object of so mudt watchful 
attention on the part of the British military authorities. 
Looking upon this region, as they do, as the cockpit 
of a possible Anglo-Russian strugglr, · they cannot 
feel disinterested about its affairs, and the .Afghans 
and the Pathans too, fully conscious of the dangers 
and uncertainties of their position as a buffer b£'tween 
two great powers, show more restiveness than they 
would haYe done if they hacl been left to themselws. 

The second factor, which ·complicates the external 
defence of India, is the decision of the military autho-
1·ities, on account of political considerations, not to giw 
battle to the major enemy within the boundaries of the 
country. This leads them to ·place their main line of 
tlefence well 1Jeyond the present limits of India anll to 
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seek zones of political and military influence in westent 
Baluchistan, Seistan, Afghanistan, Sinkiang, ~ibet and 
Yunnan. Throughout this wide stretch of territory 
British agents are busy consolidating their influence and 
in order to make their efforts successfull, the Army in 
India has to be strong enough to give this policy an 
cffecti \'e backing of force. 

This fundamentally offensive intent of the Army in 
India is very well illustrated in the case of Afgha
nistan. The real explanation of the anxiety of the 
1nilitary authorities about its intentions is not the fear 
of a sudJen Afghan attack on India but the vital 
necessity of seizing the Kabul-Kandahar line with the 
least possible delay. For ·this purpose the frontier 
between Afghanistan and India has been so fixed and is 
so administered that all the lines of advance into 
Afghanistan are fully controlled by the British. authorities. 
This would make co-operation with the Afghan forces 
easy if .. A..fghanistan is friendly. But should it be 
hostile, that too would make no difference. The Field 
Army of India has been made sufficiently strong to hold 
the Kabul-Kandahar line against the combined hostility 
of the Afghans and Pathans on both sides of the 
Duramlline. 

Internal Security Under British Rule 
While the external clefence of India has only. been 

made more complex by the wider interests of the 
British Empire, the internal security duties of the army 
in their existing character may_ be said to be entirely 
a product of the British connection. Official reports and 
pronouncements gi,·e a wholly disinterested version of 
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these duties and generally assume that tl1ey solely 
comprise the pre\ention of Hindu-Moslem riots. As 
a militacy writer says, "Hindu-Moslem communal 
disorder, arising from the lack of a mutually tolerant 
attitude towards one another's religious rites and 
cu&toms, is so frequent and of so senous a 
nature that troops are required on many 
occasions to come to the assistance of the police in 
quelling or preventing riots." There is also an extremely 
elor1uent passage in the first :volume of the Simon's Com
mission's report in which this argument is more fully 
developed. Yet a closer analysis of facts does not 
support this view and on the contrary shows that the 
internal security duties of the army are far more 
comprehensive than the simple preservation of law and 
order. 

In the first place, the strength of the troops assign
ed to internal security is materially out of proportion 
to the number actually called out in aid of the Civil 
Power in any given year. Under the existing aiTange
ments the strength of the internal security troops 
in Imlia is about 70,000, or nearly equal to the 
strength of the Field Army, which is the major 
striking force at the disposal of the Go"Vernment of India. 
The significance of this fact will be better appreciatecl 
if it is rememberecl that this force is tied down to 
internal security in addition to the Auxiliary Force, 
the Indian State troops, the ci,·il police, the ordinary 
armed police and the special armed police trained on 
military lines like the Eastern . Frontier Rifles, the 
Assam Rifles, the Burma :Military PoJice and tl1e Frontier 
Constabulary, the function of all of which is to pn•setTe 
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peace within the country. Besides, there has been 
more than one case of serious internal di-sorder to 
suppress which no troops were availed of. 

Secondly, the internal security troops have as a 
normal part of their equipment arms for which no 
conceiYable internal disturbance can furnish any 
opportunity. This of co!ll"se is not admitted by the 
authorities. Nevertheless there is good reason to believe 
that some field artillery has been allotted· to the internal 
security troops and that it is so distributed that even 
after the full mobilization and departure to the theatre 
of operations of the Field Army, a sufficient number of 
sections with the necessary establishment will be 
left behind in India to make the internal security 
troops a fairly efficient fighting instrument of all 
Arms. 

Thirdly, the proportion of British troops is far higher 
among these troops than in the Field Army. While 
in the whole of the latter there are only 12 British 
infantry battallions to 36 Indian, among the internal 
security troops the proportion is 28 British batallions to 
27 Indian. If it is said · that this is necessary in the 
interest of impartiality in communal disputes, the absence 
of British troops in the serious Hindu-Moslem riots at 
Dacca1 Kishorega11j, Beldanga and Chittagong in Bengal 
seems to be inexplicable. Even in the Hindu-Moslem 
disturbance of 1926 in Calcutta1 the British infantry in 
Fort \Villiam was called out only in the first few 
days and after that its place was taken by the Gurkhas 
of the Eastern Frontier Rifles. Thus, the communal 
situation does not seem to furnish a sufficient explana· 
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tion of why almost two-thirds of the British infantry 
in India, which is the most expensh·e element in the 
army, should be employed on a minor military task. 

Last of all comes the fact that the duties in respect 
of internal security allotted to the army authorities are 
of a distinctly military character. The Army Regulations 
make a clear distinction between the internal security 
duties of the army and duties in aid of the Ci \"il 
Power. The militarv commanders in India ha>e no 
responsibility for maintaining law and order unless 
specifically summoned to do so by the ciril authorities. 
But they are entrusted with a definite military duty in 
connection with internal security. l!nder the existing 
regulations e\ery General Officer Commanding-in-Chief 
in India and e\·ery District Commander is responsible 
for the internal securitr of the areas under their 
command, w bile the Operations Branch of the General 
Staff at the Army Headquarters prepares internal secu
rity schemes for the whole of India. This can only 
mean that the matter is approached as a problem of 
strategy and not of policing. 

All these facts point to the conclusion that the 
internal security troops constitute the British garrison 
of India, whose purpose is to defend British interests 
in the country in the face of any opposition that, on a 
\ery liberal and ewn imaginatiYe calculation, it may 
be considered to lie in the power of the Indian people to 
offer, even if the rest of the army were absent from India 
or occupied with a different task. Tllis is, in fact, 
substantially admitted by the :nlilitary authorities who, 
for their own use, sum up the internal security duties 
of the army as follows: 



1. The suppression of revolutionary movements, 
both violent and non-violent, organi~ed and 
designed to upset the established Government. 

2. The protection of railwav communications in 
war against sahotage by ill-disposed _persons. 

3. The suppression of rioting or other forms. of 
lawlessness arising from local or widesp1:ea'd 
grievances. 

4. The prevention of communal disturbances 
of a racial, religious or political ch.aracter, 
not directed a~inst Government but whic)l 
Government must suppress. 

The second of these duties is particularly illuminating 
as a key to the real meaning of internal security, though 
the rest also, with me exception, are . closely con
nected with the continuation of British rule in India. 
The pro>ision of troops for the protection of Tailways 
shows that in times of war the military authorities will 
treat the people of the country as potential enemies and 
deal with the interior as a line of communication area. 
It is needless to say that such a contingency could 
never arise if the Government and the army of the 
country had been national. In this, as in abnost all 
its a~pects, internal security really stands for the 
security of the British domination. 

Overseas Liability of the Army; 
The last of the imperial obligations of the Army 

in India . is the liability for senice overseas. Even 
in pre-war days it_ used to :be taken for. granted 
that the Army in India would have to furnish 
troops for imperial service if Briti~h. interests · were 
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threatened in any part of the East. Accordingly, 
small contingents of Indian troops always formed part 
of British expeditionary forces operating in China, 
:Malay, East Africa or Persia whenever they could 
conveniently do so. But the change which has come 
over the fundamental conception underlying the ot·ga
nization of the Army in India after the war is more 
revolutionary. While the old Indian ru·my was n-n 
autonomous force with a more or less autonomous 
strategic role, the army of today is an integral part of 
the system of imperial defence. Its share in the wider 
task is no longer confined to the possibility of having 
to send out a few units to reinforce some outlying 
post of the Empire, should occasion require and permit 
it. Its whole organization is now based on the assump
tion that it is the eastern counterpart of the British 
Army and performs in its own sphere duties identical 
with those assigned by imperial strategy to that army. 

This chauge of outlook is due to the results of the 
War. It was duriug the Great War of 1914-18 that 
the Army in Iudia was first employed for imperial 
purpOS('S on a major operation of modern warfare. It 
went into this war utterly unprepared. Not only was 
;;tn attempt at preliminary staff work on a scheme of 
imperial corporation severely frowned upon and checked 
at the very outset but the Indian Army, meant as it was 
for frontier campaigns and . maintenance: of internal 
security, was defective in organization, training and 
equipment to fight against European ene1p.ies. The 
result was a:series of deplorable breakdowns culminating 
in the mismanagement~ .. of the Mesopotamia campaign, 
which was investigated by a· Royal Commission. The 
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wruict of this Commission was that the disaster \\·as 
due not so mueh to the fault of this or that person as to 
the doctrine which assigned too local a role to the 
army. This lesson was taken to heart by the Indian 
military authorities and formed the keystone of the 
post-war reorganization. 

The second important factor in the revolution is the 
change brought about in the strategic requirements of 
tl1e British Empire by the war. On account of its 
scattered character and the world-wide commercial 
interests of Britain herself the task of clefeniling the 
Empire has been divided into two hah·es of local and 
imperial defence. In accordance with this division, 
each constituent part of the Empire is primarily r~s
ponsible for its own local defence, while the greater 
buruen of imperial defence, comprising the maintenance 
of na\al supremacy, safeguarding of naval bases and 
imperial communications, provision of expeditionary 
forces and the protection of the general interests of the 
Empire: falls on Great Britain. Though this burden 
was· additional to that of defending the Home country 
a~ainst possibl~ attacks by continental neighbours, 
Grt'at Britain, with her own navy and army, could look 
to both without serious risk so long as the greatest 
ua,al and military danger to the British Empire was 
located in the North Sea and the Franco-Belgian frontier. 
But the. War, by destroying the German menace and 
crt>ating new military political and economic forces 
throughout the world, has fundamentally distm:bed this 
stratt'gic centre of grarity. In Yiew of the new conditions 
hrought about by the re-awakenin,g of China, the lapse 
of the A.nglo-Japanese Treaty, tht' aggressiveness of 
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Japan in the Far East, the growth of America's power 
in the Pacific and the exposed situation of New Zealand 
and Australia, both of which are incapable of defending 
themselves without exttrnal aid against a great power, 
Great Britain finds today that not only does she 
require greater mobility for her military, naval _ aml 
air forces throughout the Empire but that the position 
of her navy and arm.r is no longer central enough to 
enable her to give equal protection to her interests in all 
parts of the world. ·what she now rt>quires is, there
fore, a more even distribution of her striking power 
between the East and the 'Vest, and it is with -this 
object that she has built a battleship base at Singapore. 
In the military sphere the same policy has- led to the 
re-eq uipment of the Army in India on modem linL'S 
and the permanent earmarking of a part of it as au 
expeditionary force. 

- Here it will probably be objected that the Dominion 
armies ha,·e also been brought into line in organization, 
equipment and tactical training with the British Army 
an(l that, if India is to be a part of the British Empire, 
her participation in imperial defence is only natural. 
But this, though partially correct, would not be the 
whole truth as it overlooks the full autonomy of the 
Dominions in matters of defence. It has been expressly 
recognized as a result of the discussions in successive 
Imperial Conferences that the nature and extent of any 
action to be taken by the Dominions in connection with 
local or imperial defence are to be decide(l by their 
Parliaments on the recommendation of their Gonrnments. 
A~. a matter of fact, by a well-established constitutional 
conveutio~, a Dominion may or may not join any of 



Great Britain's wars according as its interests are a:ffec· 
ted. A declaration of war by Great Britail!- against a 
foreign power will, of course, involve all the Dominions 
in a state of juridical belli~rency. But whether they 
will actively take part in the hostilities or only remain 
passively belligerent will depend · entirely on their own 
choice. This right of free co-operation does not belong 
to India. Her armed forces will ba drawn upon in 
every war in which Great Britain ma.y be engaged as 
a matter of course and without any reference to. her 

· interests. It is this fact which reduces the function of the 
Indian Army to that. of a detachment of the British 
Arnw and makes it, as the- official clefi.nition has . it, 
only ''the Army in India.'; 

Ill. MAN POWER 
Retruitment for the Indian Army. 

The fu.nction and the moral characteristics of an 
army are so closely relatecl that no one should be sur
prised if an army, meant for the highly varied duties just 
outlined, is composed of steady professional fighting men 
who would not be easily swayed by political influence, or 
if the officers who are responsible for organizing it confine 
recruitment only to the . classes best s:rited to their 
needs. This, however, has neve:).' been admitted by the 
Army authorities. . They not only deny that the enlist
ment policy followed in India has anything to do with 
ulterior motives, but, on the contrary, declare that it . has 
been forced on them by the unequal military capacities 
of the Indian people. This is the well-known theory of 
the 1nartial races of India, according to whiclt only a 
small number of Indian tribes and castes provide good 
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fighting meterial while the vast majority of the popula
tion is utterly unfit to bear arms. All British military 
officers and administrators in India unreservedly 
accept this theory. It is with its help that they 
explain the one-sided composition of the Indian Army~ 

and they firmlj ma.i.ntain that it cannot be thrown open 
to all Indians without totally destroying ·its efficiency. 

This, if true, would be a most serious matter for India, 
as there can be no ,nationalization of the defence of the 
country without an equal apportionment of the burden. 
of defence' over the whole population. But it need 
not be taken too literally. The theory of the martial 
races, in the for:!! in which it is usually held and stated, 
is so extreme, full of contradictions and biologically 
improbable that it carries its own refutation within it
self. And what is n~ore important 'still, it has exer-

. cised very little influence on the actual policy of recruit
ment. If the composition of the Indian Army were de
pendent on the inherent military virtues of certain 
sections of the Indian people, one should have expected it 
to remain constant througout its history or, at any rate, to 
change gradually in response to the natural rise and fall 
in the military capacity of the different classes. This, 
however, has n13ver happened in actual fact. 'fhe trans
formations in the Indian Army have always been abrupt 
and the result of a deliberately adopted policy. They 
have all been brought about by a definite Government 
order and the most important and far-reaching- of these 
changes in recruiting policy had no connection what-

fever with the question of efficiency. 
This !'evolutionary event in the. history of the Indian 

Army, surpassing every other in its consequences, was the 
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)Iutiny, which at one- stroke destroyed the old Sepoy
army and created in its place a Punjabized force almost 
identical with the Army of to-day. Before .1857 each 
of the three Presidency A1·mies, which had conquered India 
for the East India Company and grown up in the three 
centres from which British domination spread over the 
rest of the country, obtained their men from their natural 
areas of recruitment, namely, the :Madras Army from 
the Tamil and Telugu country, the Bombay Army from 
'Vestern India, and the Bengal Army from Bihar and 

- the U. P. To these armies the areas which now supply 
the greatest number of soldiers sent very few recruits or 
none at all, and there was practical exclusion in them 
of all the well-known classes now enlisted in the Army. 
:More surprisingly still, in the most important of them, 
the Bengal Army, a Government otder specifically res
tricted the enlistment of Punjabis above a negligible 
proportion, and this ban continued till the rebellion of 
the Hindustani Sepoys automatically opened the ranks 
to them. 

The gaps created in the Bengal Army by the Mutiny 
_ were at once filled up by the Sikhs and other Punjabis 

and hill-men who were eager for an opportunity for 
reyenge. All these people had been conquered by the 
British with the help of the Hindustani soldiers and in 
their ignorance regarded these, rather than the handful 
of British, as their real enemies. This enmity was fully 
exploited by the authorities in suppressing the Mutiny. 
When the news of the enlistment of the Gurkhas reached 
Lord Dalhousie in England, he wrote that "against Oude 
sepoys they may confidently be expected to fight like
devils " and, some time after, General }lans:field, the 



Chief of the Staff of the Indian. Army, also stated that 
"it was not because ·they JoYed us but because they 

hated Hindustan and hated ·the Bengal Ariny that· the 

Sikhs had flocked to olir standru:d instead of seeking 

the opportunity to strike again for their freedom." 

The .Mutiny made the enrolment of new classes in 
the Indian Army a matter of necessity. But this was 
considered no reason for continuing the policy without 
re-examining it in all its bearings. Accordingly, as 
soon as no1·mal conditiQns were restored, a Royal Com
mission was appointed to go into the question thorough
ly and report "whether there were any races, tribes 
or castes hitherto neglected, from which recruits might 
with adYantage be drawn for the infantry of the 
Bengal Army." The recommendation of this Com
mission was that "tl1e N atiYe Indian Army should be 
composed of different nationalities and castes and, as 
a rule, mixed promiscuously through each regiment, " 
and the grounds on which it was based were wholly 
political. As Sir John Law1·ence, then Chief Com
missioner of the Punjab and afterwards Viceroy of 
India, wrote, among the defects of the pre-Mutiny 
army "unquestionably the worst, and the one which 
operated most fatally against · us, -was · the brother
hood or homogeny of the Bengal .\J:my ; and for this 
particular defect the temedy is counterpoise-firstly, 
the great counterpoise of Europeans and, secondly, that. 
of Yarious natiYe races. " It was in accordance with 
the policy here indicated that the 1·ecruitment of the 
Indian .Army was formally extended · to the Sikhs, 
Punjabi Mussalmans, Pathans, Gujars, Jats, Rajputana 
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Rajputs and others, though they were recognized to 
be "comparatively little-worked fields." 

The subsequent changes in. the class composition 
tf the Indian Army do not even nearly approach this 
reYolution in importance, a:nd were du~ : more to acci
dental reasons and the natural inclination of a foreign 
administration to take the line of least resistance 
than vital military neces~ity. One of the- most 
important of these considerations, which induced the 
military authorities to fa\-our the men of the north, 
was that, by 1880, the Afghan frontier had become the 
principal theatre of operations ,for the army. This fact 
not only made it more convenient for the authorities, who 
were more concerned with their immediate needs than the 
possible reactions of their p~licy on the man-power of the 
country, to recruit the ~i·my frolli classes which were 
near at hand and famili~t "ith the ·terrain: but also 
attracted to the northern army- {he keenest officers who 
were best fitted to bring out the latent qualities of their 
men, On· account of greater oppbrtunities for seeing field 
service, ·the most ambitious and promising officers of 
the Iridian army strained every · ne:r:ve to· be posted 
to the Bengal Staff Corps. This damped ·the spirit 
of the Bombay ' and 1\Iadras Armies and did not a 
little to bring the men of the south under an undeserved 
suspicion, . of· inferiority . 
. ·. There are also indications that the enlistment of 
e\·en the so-called martial classes of the north has 
been influenced bY' political considerations,: , 0£ , this a 
nry good example is •. furnished. by .. .the Pathans, 
though others are also not rare .. Originally introduced 
as a counterpoise ·to the Sikhs,'the Pathans had come 

. . . ··-· ... . . . 
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to hold a wry important place in the army by 187!>, 

when some isolated and insignificant incidents of the 
• ,..,., ' I • • ••• 

Second Afghan "'\'\'" ar somewhat marred their credit. 

During a flanking . mowment~ which Lord Roberts was 
executing by night, two Afridi priYates of the 20th 
Punjab Infantry suddenly fired two shots, whether 
accidentally or intentionally, to wam their kinsmen 
was ne\er settled beyond doubt. In course of the same 
campaign there -was some desertion among the Pathan 
soldiers, who disliked se.nice against their own. people. 
As a result, a Gowmment order issued in 1882 
restricted Afridi enlistment to certain specified regi
ments. This continued for some years during which 
there was no extended Pathan recruitment The cloud 
was not lifted till the frontier operations of 1891, in 
which the Afridi sepoys of the Khyber .. Rifl.es held their 
posts with desperate gallantry against their own kith 
and kin without haYing British officers to encourage 
them and when O\erpowered by sheer numbers made 
their way to J~e !learest B#~is,h. gaiTi~on .... But this 
spell of good name ":as not to last long. The Great War 
and the frontier operations of 1 !>19 again reYealed the 
political instability of the Pathans. So, in the postwar 
reorganization of the army all the clans of the Af.r~~is 

were excluded from it with the exception of two. , ... \n1 
e•e~ trese two have recently_ been eliminated as a result 
of tl11:. trouble~.of 1930.* ;, 

0 .A.n exception to'1bia•rule is made in the;· ca~e of Adam Khel 
Afridis, a small uumbtr of whom are enlisted io the -2nd and tl1e traiu
ing battalion ~f the i 4th Pul!jab Regiment: Recently a promise has 
also beeu made to revive Afridi recruitment gradually, provided the 
claus ~h~w ''by their conduct that they deserve it. 
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The lndian.Traditi~~ .. : 
Though the actual changes in the composition of the 

Indian a1·my h~ve not primarily . depend~d .. on . :considera
tions of fighting quality,;: it should not be denied that, as 
things stand to-day, the military potentialities of all 
:;;e<;tions of the . Indian people are not equal, in every 
respect. This inequality is in a very. large .measure the 
product of British rule. but part of it is. a~o due to 
certain inherent features of Indi~;~.n society. . If. was the 
presence of these feat11r~s w~ich furnished British policy 
with its starting point· and 'but· for them the ~iingle fact 
of foreign do~nation would not have exerted the influence 
it really has had. Therefore, tl1<~ first thing necessary 
for an understanding of the ·effects of British rule is a 
correct idea· of the Indian military tradition in. pre
British days This . ,,~ill. give the standard ~or a 
comparison bet~'een' the.'. original shortconlings of the 
Indian people aild tlie . lll.Odifi<;ations and' aggravations 
brought about by ,subseq\l.e1~t · practice.· Without this 
Comparison there Call ; oeno fi'xing o{ responsibility for 
the existing inequalities· a11<I, what is of· greater practical 

importance, UO d~s.COV"ery ?f .. t~e p1ean~ by which tbey 
J:~tay be levelled up.· . · · 

Now, the most· st-riking feat11re of In<).ian militarv life, 
which come~ out of an .. enqui~y into the pas~ is the. caste 

or tribal charaeter o~ . military s~rvice. If a political 
genius had riset~ in !~1dia in .the middl~ ~f ·the eighteenth 
~eututy aml tried t~ e~eate a national army he would 
have. found that "r~d.ia~ society prese'iitetl. a very unev.en 
texture ~h~n considered as military material. Not only 
was fighting'. the l~us~n~~s of a numbe~· of profession~! 
h~u1~li; and groups but these bands and g1·o~ps w~re 



also mostly hereditary. The military: life- of the· nation 
,was · governed. by two principles: the principle of 
specialization and the principle of heredity,. which taken 
together prevented the growth of a tradition of universal 
military service. 

Yet the' 1hilitary vocation was more widely practised 
in India then than it is now. This was so not only 
because · there were great~r opportimiti~s :for a new 
military community to arise under the stress of special 
circumstances but also because the existing martial 
classes did not belong· to any one cas~e or to any one 
particular region. We learn from Kautilya's Arthasastra 
that even in ancient India' · soldiers were recruited from 
all the· castes,-Brahmin, Kshatriya, V aisya or Sudra, as 
well as from the innumerable wild and predatory tribes 
which were onl~r loosely affiliated to the caste system, 
and as late as 1879 the British Lieutenant-Governor 
of the Punjab reminded the Government of India that 
~'the fighting ca'>tes are to be found all over India." 
Thus, every part of India had its 'special military classes, 
and· though these were differentiated from the rest of 
the population· by their greater military efficiency, there 
did not exist that want of balance between region an"d 
region ·which forms a feature of the milita1'Y life of 
to-day. 

The origins of the specialization of the. military, as 
of· most ·vccations in India, are lo&t in antiquity. . 13ut 
one of the· most important .contributory factors has 
certainly been the ·low .. political· ·uevelopment . of the 
co~:nt:J:y, as ~ result of whiel~ the State , and the people 
w~re· never considered to be syn~mymous terms in)ndi~. 
In Indian society the social, economic and religions 
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apart from the. doings of the State, ' ~nd, · tne'r~fore, wars 
and campaigns came to be regaraed wholly' al'!' . the 
business of chiefs and kings and of the professioiia1s 
who chose.· to cast their lot with tHem~.· The 
traders and peasants followed their vocations ilr peace 
while kings fought kings for thrones and terdtones 
and the defeat of the one or the other only niea1it' for 
the masses a difference in the person of the revenue
taker. Accordingly, war never:. came to be looked 
upon as a condition of national existence in India noi· 
was there any approximation. between the man-power 
and the military power _of the community. 

This state of affairs has alsq its :i)arallel in otll.er 
countries. Even in · Europe .. fighting was the business 
of professionals and did not touch tiie life 'of the masses 
hefore the French Revolutionary· and ·th~ Nepoleonic 
wars created the tradition of nationa( s~rvice, ancl thei·e 
too soldiers came from: spechilized racial gfoups, though 
of course the hereditary principle was 1iot carried to 
anything like its extreines as in India, In the n1iddle 
ages fighting wa;s the normal occupation of almost 
a hereditary -caste, the knights, and the tradition conti:. 
nued well into the. moderii · age.· The first standing 
armies of Europe were comiJOse'd. almost exClusively 
of the well-known_ martial classes of Europe. The 
backbone of.the army of Francis I of France were 
the Swiss.. The most im'portan.t eleinent 'in the army 
of Henry VIII of England. '':as .a ... contingent· of Gernians, 
the famous Landskuechts of Swabia, who ·:were also the 
mainstay of the army of Emperor :Maximilian .. of 
Germanr. In the English . ai·my it .waR this body 
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of Germ~s who m~rched immediately before and 
behind the king, and this practice. , of enlisting . f01'€ign 
mercenaries continued throughout the sixteenth century 
and even into .t.~e ~ighteenth. 

Thus it will be seen that the evolution of the military 
' ' •' I 

profession, though not certainl~, of the scien~~ :. of war, 
had proceeded in almost parallel line in Europe and India 
down to the eighteenth . century. This analogy becomes 
closer still when one consi~ers the ne'Y. tendencies 
which were making th~mselves felt_ i~1 both tl1e conti
nents. . As in· Europe, in ~n~i~ . also,· in course of the 
eighteenth century, the .trat~ition of specialization and 
caste was breaking do"~n p~fore the impact of . new 
forces. This new development manifested. itself in 
two contradictory tendencies in India, 'the first of 
which was the ereation of purely professional and 
mercenary soldiers through the dissolution of the tribal 
military organizations, ·while the second tended to 
unite the tribes, and . clans under . a wid('r loyalty 
than lnere professionaiis!n. ' " · · ·. . .. : · ·. · 

The seat of the first of these cl~velopUlents was the 
territory still uncle~ the ·;eait j..tog~' Court whose 
internal dissensions and intrigues were fostering the 
mercinary spirit of th.e"soldiers · who ·took service with 
one pretemler or rebellious· go,~erno{· · after. another. 
The seconcl, on the coi1trarj-, was' ~lost apparent" in the 
revolted territories where. a milita~t· Hinduism was 
in . fuli swing. This revival ~f Hi~du power was 
creating vigoi.·o'\l.s military St~t~s- in: the Punj-ab . and 
. the 'i:>eccan •. The army of Sivaf!.and'the later Maratha 
chiefs was the ~ea~est approach 'to. a . iia't:ional . army 
ever see1i in India. The Sikli power was also 1;o ·l~ss 
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well-knit, and closely ·resembling these two in spirit 
and organization were the military power of _the Jats 
and of the Bundela · Rajputs. All these communities 
had a profound effect on the . marti~l spirit of the 
Indian people. · · T~ey · 'tended to take: the tradition of 
militar~· serdce ·from a clannish or professional, to 
a broader national or i;eligious ground,.! and there is no 
cloulJt that under their influence a tradition of national 
serrice would haYe grown up in 'lrldia. But before 
that could happen, they· 1rere shattered in a struggle 
with the newly-established foreign power, who, finding 
in these military communities their most dangerous 
enemies, broke them with the help of other Indians 
and finally employed their fiagruents as its.: (r\,;n :pro· 
f('ssional soldiers. 

The Effects of British Policy. 
Still this is not the only way-·· :ii1 which the neces

sities of British rule haYe interfered '''ith .i the natural 
military denlopme11t of India'. Throughout ]ts his
tory, the recruitment policy followed by the army 
authorities in India has newr. been economicd of the 
man-power of the country. ,,lt should be remembered 
that the established Britisbl p~:actice. of ma\ntaining 
a small, highly~trained professional .an~y instead of 
a ~hort-term conscriptecl army as in most European 
countries, restricts the need:'; of the. Indian· army to a 
fraction of the total population of the country and thus 
in \'Ol ,·es · a serious. ·disability .. for the gr~ater maja:-I 
rity- of· able-bodied Indians e\·en if it had been equ~lly 

and prop01tionately cll·awn from all parts of. India. 
But as has already been indicated, j~his"' isrnnot , done 
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m Jndia. . The , Indian military authorities have 
never be~n fair to the man-power placed at their dis
posal. · In: their policy of combining . political safety 
wjth ~iliary efflcieucy they have shifted the field of 
recruit111~nt from area to area and denjed the' tight of 
serving their country to mmions oi Indians who have 
fo,rfeited their confidence or roused 

1 
tlieir suspicions. 

This pr~.:ess_ of picking and choosing has, at times, been 
c3.1-:ried out so . inesponsibly and without regard for 
the effect . it was . likely to produce on the manhood 
of the c~untry that_ its _ only parallel is to be found 
in the methods of primitive agricultlllists who ·dear 
out a jungle area and sow it with erops in · one year 
and as soon as the harvests are gathered,, they abandon 
the depleted soil and move on to exploit a fresh area. 
No country in the wOTld can indefinitely. submit to 
this drain :without permanent· inj'tiry to' its' ··resources. 
That India has been able to withstand it to the extent 
she ha.~ and is still able to provide a sufficient number 
of men for the army of her rUlers is due wholly to her 
almost unlimited human resources. 

· The two features ' of this irresponsible use of the 
man-power of• the•·cbuntry \\"ltrch1 might be singled 
out' for ·mention are the hardening of the caste tra
ditidn~"1al'ld the alteration of the distl·ibution of the 
fightilig'·' castes. :The• ressons for which the military 
authorities find it necessary to harden the caste· ·tra
dition in India are inherent in the very nature ; -of' the 
British ru~e .. Owing to._ its· ·special charader· ·:they 
cannot invoke the sentiment <>fmi:rtidnal •i service iit their 
favour and have t~ .:rely· lll'Or€1. ·and! more on :t~e hereditary 
fighting tradition !Of a: caste t0 sustain the -morale 9f their 
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soldiers and sa\'e the ·army from turning into a dai1gerous 
mob ·of mercenaries. Therefore, they always exag
gerate the value of inherited characteristics and 
encourage the prejudices and exclusiveness of every 
caste. This not only narrows down the military capa
city of the Indian people but makes the principle of 
hereditary service more inelastic and rigid than ever. 

A further narrowing (lown of the military capacity 
of Indian people has been brought about by the alter
nations in the distribution of the fighting castes. It 
has already been pointed out that the so-c.alled martial 
classes were to be found all over Inclia. But now they 
are said to exist in certain parts of the country only. 
In bringing about this shrinkage of the field of recruit
ment, the army authorities have put many well-known 
fighting castes in certain areas outside the pale of recog
nition and at the same time created others in different 
areas. 'rhe fighting Brahmins of the U. P. aud the 
Punjabi Mussalmans are perhaps the two best exan1ples 
of this in opposite ways. The military qualities of the 
Brahmins have been highly praised by even so staunch 
a believer in the theory of the martial races as General 
Sir George MacMunn. During the Great 'V ar they 
furnished 20,382 recruits to the Indiatl army. Not 
a single man of this caste· is now to be found in tbe 
ranks, ·while the Punjabi 1\Iussalmans, who had no very 
ancient tradition of fighting behind them but are yet 
well-known for their steadfastness and freedom from 
religious and political fanaticism, now form the most 
JJUmcrous single class in the army. 

Not less important has heen the indirect effect of 
British recruitment policy on the man-power of India. The 
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army authorities often complain that the human· re
sources of India. are extremely limited and that even the 
fighting castes must be carefully used if they · are not 
to become over-recruited and exhausted. This is per
fectly true from their own point of view but it is due 
more to the character of British rule than to ·any factor 
inherent in Indian societ.v. This point has alrE'ady 
bePn referred to in course of this discussion, but as it 
has not been fully explained, it is worth-while to look 
into it in a little more detail. 

The military energy of every nation proceeds, 
broadly speakmg, from two psychological sources, 
derived from two simple biological instincts, the ins
tinct of pugnacity and the instinct of defence. In origin 
closely interwoven and complemenbry to one another, 
these two instincts have, in course of social evolution, 
each of them acquired special associations of its own. 
The purely pugnacious instinct has combined with the 
spirit of adventure and love of physical prowess, sport 
and fighting for fighting's sake to form the psycho
logical basis of the ideal professional soldier, while 
the instinct of defence has been broadened a1id streng
thened by the addition to the motive of defending one's 
life and property of the idea of defending personal and 
national freedom, personal and national individuality, 
national culture, national religion and national honour. 
To a certain extent, of course, both these groups of 
attributes are to be found intermingled in a more or less 
varying proportion in every soldier. But generally 
speaking they go to form two clearly distinguishable 
types of armies, ·which for the sake of expressiveness 
may be called the 'Condottiere' and the 'Burgher' types. 
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The armies of most modern States and those which 
fought the Great War are of the second type. Though 
national citizen armies were . not wholly absent in 
previous ages, their general vogue may be said to be 
a result of the French Revolution. Threatened by the 
finest professional armies of Europe, the men of '92 
and '93 substituted patriotism for professionalism and 
1)roclaimed the idea that the defence of the motherland 
and all that it stood for in the field of cultural, moral 
and spiritual achievement was the concern of the people. 
The result was an amazing · liberation of the latent 
n1ilitary energies of the nation and the defeat, at the 
hands of more or less untrained levies, of the army of 
Frederic the Great. The example of France has since 
been followed by every modern nation and the present
day tendency is to! regard the armies of all States 
rather as the symbol of the will to live as a nation and 
civilization than as an assemblage of its professional 
fighting elements. 

This distinction between professional and citizen armies 
is of particular importance for India on account of the 
unaggressive character of the Indian military tradition. 
The Indian fighter is at his best when fighting for a 
cause. The whole history of India is full of .instances 
of inoffensive and quiet tribes turned into fierce 
warriors by an attack on their religion, liberties or 
honour. . It was religious persecution of a very bitter 
kind which created three of the most famous fighting 
communities of India,-the Sikhs, the 1\Iarathas and 
the Jats, and rekindled the military spirit of the Raj
puts. T~1e great Hindu epics of Ramayan and the 1\Iaha
bharata are both glorifications of a righteous war. 
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The Muhammadans of India also, and particularly. those 
of the Punjab, share this unaggressive outlook. 

Itis owing to this fact that intelligent Indians find 
it more and more difficult to enlist in an army wllich 
will not satisfy their hlgllest yearning for service. 
Even the ordinary peasant from whom the army is 
recruited sees no ostensible object except money for 
which he should enlist in it. Neither his homestead, 
nor his zeligion, nor again his i'zzat is threatened, . and 
he naturally looks upon the military profession as upon 
any other p1·ofession. So, when the bond of hereditary 
tradition which still inclines him to the vocation of 
soldiering is weakened he judges it from the point of 
view of economic gain alone. The difficulty in recruit
ing due to this cause was so widely experienced during 
the war that the Delhi "\Var Conference of 1918 passed 
a resolution calling for special measures to enlighten 
the people of India about the essentially patriotic 
character of the war. But neither this propaganda 
nor subsequent talk about the necessity of defence has 
convinced the Indian people about the national . character 
of the army. It is to them, as it intrinsicaJly is and 
was bound to ·be, an army of pure professionals. 
Oemartialization of India. 

The decline in the military capacity· of the 
people of India has been due not only 
to the effects of the special method of recruit
ment but to general policy as well. Naturally, this 
cannot be openly a Yo wed by· the Government. But 
there was a time when British soldiers and administra
tors were not as reticent as they are to-day. So we 
find Sir Richard. Temple, the Governor of Bombay, 
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writing in 1870 that "in India, under British rule, the 
former martial tendencies of the Native population. 
gradually become lessened till they almost disappear, 
and this circumstance is considered to be one of the 
safeguards of our rule. So conscious has the Govern
ment been of this that within the present generation 
the Nath·e population has been generally 'disarmed', 
that is, the people have been enjoined to give up their 
arms.'' 

This disarmament has been brought about by . two 
means. · In the first place the army has been kept as 
distinct . from. the general population as possible. and, 
secondly, the latter have been. deprived of the right to 
carry arms by an Arms Act. Both these steps are 
directly opposed to the practice of Governments which 
have a stake in the man-power of their countries. So 
far from encouraging any glaring inequality between 
the effici~ncy. of the army and the general military 
capacity of the nation, all modern States deliberately 
maintain the closest contact between them, so that in 
case of need the peace time armies might be rapidly 
expanded by drawing upon all the available man-power 
of the country. One of the most important reasons for 
this is the financial impassibility of maintaining in 
peace an army equal to all the demands of war; So, 
it is laid down in the military manuals of all moilern 
nations that "to develop morale in the people as a whole 
is an essential part of the policy of the nation." 

It is in accordance :with this policy that in countries 
like Great Britain, where the Yoluntary system pn)vails, 
it is the custom to give a large portion -of the pivil 
population a short-term training in .a . second line ~-rmy 
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like the Territorial Army, while in the countries, which 
have conscription but cannot absorb all the available 
man-power in the regular army, care is taken that no 
portion of the eligible quota is wasted through thoughtless 
rejection. Thus, in Soviet Russia where the regular 
army tekcs an annual maximum of 270,000 men only 
out of available total of about 850,000, the superfluous 
personnel is given training in the Territorial Army or 
the Militia. 

In addition to this, all modern countries posse~s a 
wide system of preparatory military training in schools. 
and colleges as well as outside them 'Yith a view to 
developing young men physically and morally for defence, 
w hethE.r or no they actually enter military service. In 
France this training begins at the age of 17 and is gi,en 
by athletic clubs and educational institutions. In 
Russia it begins at the age of 19 and continues for two 
years. The O.T.C. fulfi.Js a similar requirement for Great 
Britain, while, in the United States, the R.O.T.C. is 
making strenuous nnd extensive efforts tluou:gh schools 
and colleges to give elementary military training to the 
entire youth of the nation. The object of all these 
measures, as has ·already been mentioned, is not to train 
soldiers for the . regular army but only to keep a 
sufficient pool of men ready to supply its needs in case 
of emergency. In India army organization proceeds on 
radically . opposite lines. Here, the interests of the 
military authorities are not so much to bridge the gulf 
between the people and the army as to widen it. * 

0 A significant exception is made lin the ca&e of :the adult male 
British Civilian population in India, almost the whole of which 
receive intensive military training in the Auxiliary Force. 
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Therefore, what they do is ·to maintain the army 
and its reservoirs almost like a game preserve and then 
so treat the military potentialities of the rest of the 
nation that they naturally come down to the lowest 
possible level. The Ar:!!S A.ct, whose operation is watch~d 
by the General Staff, ~s the most powerful lever in the 
accomplishment of this 11olicy, and it is helped by the 
p<'rsistent disregard by the· Government of proposals to 

• extend preliminary military training to schools and 
expand and develope the Territorial Force. 
Physical Deterioration of the People 

The cumulative effect of all these factors has been so 
far-reaching that the future. organizers of a national 
army must begin not by immediately throwing open the 
first-line army to indiscriminate recruitment . but by 
carrying through a plan for the recovery of the man
powe~· of India. Nevertheless, there is no reason to look' 
upon these difficulties as beyond the efforts of a resolute 
and public-spirited administration to overcome, though 
naturally there would be a great difference in this 
respect between a people's government and the govern
ment by a foreign nation. An alien government has 
every inducement to take things as they are and build 
the army from the material ready to hand than shape 
the material to its needs. No national government in 
the world can, however, follow t.his course. It is not in 
India alone that the military efficiencv of a people is 
subject to ebbs and flows. The Itali~n a;my of to-day is 
not what it was in the years immediately after the war, 
nor can the power of the Soviet and Turkish armies of 
to-day be compared with the power of these armies under 
the previous regimes. The fact is no country in the 
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laisSt'z fati·e with regard to its military capacity. ·Just 
~s price of .freedom is said. to be eternal vigilance, military 
capacity which is the fundamental basis of this freedom 
is 11ot also maintained witho~t constant >igilance. 
Until this watchful care has taken the place of hapha
zard, if not the cleliberately injurious, methods now 
followed, all talk about the military inefficiener of the 
Indian :people must be considered to be entirely · 
hypothetical. 

Yet even after the recoV"ery of the. military spu·it of 
the people, the makers of the national ai'DlY will ha>e 
to face a very serious problem, the problem of bringing to 
the same general plane the physical efficiency of the 
entire population of India. This inequality in the physical 
development of the Indian people affects other occupa
·tions as well as military service and is due, abo'fe all1 
to their poverty and in a lesser degree to ignomuce and 
bad dietetic habits It has become. a commonplace to say 
that the greater majority of the Indian people life on an
allowance of food wholly madequate to sustain a ma.L. 
in the ordinary occupations of life, and this insufficiency 
becomes almost painfully apparent when compared to thE? 
dietary allownce of an Indian soldier. 

This contrast was referred to in course of the 
investigation.of the Royal .Commission on AgTiculture, 
when Lord Linlithgow, the Chairman, asked the Public 
Health Commissioner to . the Government of India 
whether the · effect of diet on the physical 
development of the Indian people could not be 
ascertained from the observation of men of the same 
stock ·in ordinary life and undrr better conditions of 
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nourishment afforded by the army. To this question, 
Lietenant-Colonel Graham replied that the scientific side 
of the question had not been looked at at all in the army. 
But, though no general investigation had been carried 
out, Lt.-Colonel Graham might have replied to the query 
from the facts observed in particular cases. The Dogras, 
for example, exhibit a rather poor physique when they 
are enlisted in their native · hills. But after enlistment 
the higher standard of feeding quickly develops them, 
and there is nc doubt that an improvement in the 
standard of living of the Indian peasant and a raising 
of his economic status will go a long way towards 
improving his physique. 

This, however, cannot be brought about by mere 
private effort. The physical deterioration of the masses 
as well as the intelligentsia i~ India is the result of such 
a vic;.i.ous circle of poverty, ignorance and, in some 
cases, banefull1abits of living· and unsuitable diet that 
it can hardly be remedied without extensive State 
enterprise. Thi~:; is exactly what is extremely ·problema
tical in India. For one thing, the public health 
departments of the central and provincial governments 
in India have not the status and importance of, say, the 
:Ministry of Health in Great Britain. And, then, there 
is no effort to introduce better dietary and living 
conditions, initiated and supported by researches into the 
problem of nutrition. Such things are done as a matter 
of course by all civilized governments in every part of 
the world. In Japan, for instance, an Imperial Institute 
for Nutrition was established by a Special Ordinance of 
1920 and foundations were laid for alterations in the 
national diet which appeared necessary from the point 
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of view of physical develo11ment. In India suc11 
investigations into the subject as are being carried out 
at present are wholly disproportionate to the magnitude 
of the problem. 

But depressing as tl1e situation in certain respects 
is, there is no reason to be unduly pessimistic about 
it. There are also other countries in the world where 
physical deterioration has become a disquieting 
phenomenon and is being countPracted by special 
measures. In Great Britain, particularly, the }JOor 
quality of the recruits wl10 present themselves for 
enlistment is causi11g a good deal of concern to the 
army authorities. This deterioration is not simply the 
1·esult of the economic un-settlement of the I>Ost-war 
years but has been observable sh1ce the first decade of 
this century, when it led to the formation of a Physical 
Deterioration Committee. It became particularly. cons
picuous during the war in com11arison with the superior 
d.evelopment of the Dominion soldiPr and has continued 
.smce. 

IV. COMMAND AND CONTROL 
Transfer to Indian Control 

In aU recent discussions about the subject, the 
question of Indian control of the arm~· has either been 
confused with tl1e question uf Indian leadership or made 
dependent on it. Hence it has been taken more or less 
for granted that until a sufficient number of Ind.ian 
officers had been trained to make the command of the 
army preponderantly Indian, there could be no trausfE'r 
of the portfolio of defence to an Indian minister. This, 
however, is wholly a wrong assumption and an 



unnecessary mixing up of issues which have nothing to 
do with oue another. It is of course true that the full 
nationalization of the army will not be accomplished _ 
until both its command and control have been made Indian. 
The presence of Indian officers in the higher commands 
and staff appointments would also be an undoubted 
advantage to au Indian minister. But with all this, the 
duties to be llerformed in each sphere are so well-markecl 
that there is no need to make the :first change contingent 
on the second ... u11less of course British officers refuse to 
help aJHl co-operate with their Indian colleagues as they 
help and co-operate with their civilian colleagues in 
England. 

Nowhere in the world and still less in Great Britain 
is professional knowledge considered to be an indispens
able r1ualification for a minister of war. This would 
cert~inly have heen nece~sary if the function of a war 
minister were to direct military operations or even. to 
look to a1·mr organization in its executive aspect. But 
he performs none of these duties, which are very properly 
left to his expert colleagues. All that he has to do is to 
clecide broad questions of policy with the help of his 
a.cl dscrs and serve as a link between the military 
machine and the cidl government. For this purpose an 
open mind combined with a knowledge of the general 
rcquircmeuts of defe:;ce is more important than a speci
alist's mastery of technical details. 

It is for this reason that ministers of war in Great 
Britain have rarely heen professionals, and two of the 
very greatest of them, Carclwell and Haldane, were 
politicians who knew nothing about war and army 
organization when they were appointed to their office. 



These examples are not the only ones of their kind. 
It is noteworthy that the Committee, on the basis of 
whose work Haldane ca1Tied out his reforms, was pre
sided over not by one of the distinguished soldiers of 
the day, among whJm were Lord Roberts, Lord 
Kitchener and Lord W olseley, but by Viscount Esher 
who had left the army early in life and become known 
almost wholly as a politician. Another instance of 
an officer who turned to political work comparatively 
early and was appointed to one of the most important 
posts connected with defence, is Sir 1\Iaurice Hankey, 
who as Secretary to the Committee of Imperial Defence 
knew as much about imperial strategy as any expert. 
The record of 1\Ir. ·winston Churchill as First lord of 
the Admiralty before the war should also not be for
gotten in this connection, while it should be remembered 
that the War Cabinet of Mr. Lloyd George which took 
strategical as well as political decisions was comp.osed 
of the Prime 1\Iinister himself, Lord Curzon, Lord 
llilner and 1\Il.·. Hend~rson, all civilians. 

What is perhaps 1·eally surprising is not that some 
civilians should have taken as distinguished a part in 
military organization and conduct of war as any sol
dier or sailor, but that some of the most far-reaching 
innovations in organization, equipment and strategy 
should have been due to the initiative of politicians. 
Of this fact, the achievements of Cardwell and Haldane, 
both of whom carried through important reforms in 
the teeth of the opposition of their military advisers, 
are the classical examples. They show that any funda
mental reform ilJ army organization is more likely to 
come from outside, from a clear-sighted and militarily 



minded political chief than from a soldier immersed in 
tradition. 

This superiority in adaptability, imagination and 
foresight is even more marked in the field of technical 
invention. Th~ tank and the Stokes trench mortar 
were two of the ;most decisive inventions of the war. 
They were both ridiculed and opposed in orthodox 
military quarters: This discouragement had so deci
si \Te Rll effect that" both the in vt-ntions were neglected 
at~d on the point of being abandoned. But it was at 
this juncture that Mr. Churchill;intervened in the one 
case and l\Ir. Lloyed George in the other. Through 
their efforts the new weapons were imposed on the 
sceptical and unwilling authorities and had a perceptible 
effect on the duration of the war. 

In fact, tbe claim of the civilian to control defence 
in its hightest sphere and to collaborate in it in his 
own right and ·in the int~rest of efficiency is so univer
sally recognized that it requires no emphasizing. This 
recognition has fouud a witty expression in the saying 
that modern war has become too complex a business 
to be left to soldiers and i'3 endorsed more soberly in 
the Field Service Regulations which. lay down that 
the strength of the armed forces to be maintained for 
the defence of the Empire is a matter of policy for 
which His .Majesty;s Governments throughout the 
Empire are responsible. It i'3 in accordance with this 
principle that the final deci'5ion in all matters \!onnected. 
with defence is left to the Civil Governments of the 
Empire and, what is not less important, civilians preside 
over and collaborate in the army Council and Committee 
of Imperial Defence in Great Britain and the Councils 



of defence in the Dominians, all of which are res
ponsible for strategy and te0hnical preparations for war. 

It is this civilian collaboration in the military 
spl1ere that is wantell in India, and for this notl1ig 
more is required than a sence of d£>fence and a jlair 
for the general principles of strategy and army orga
nization. There is no harm in admitting rthat this sence 
is not as highly developed in the politically conscious 
classes in. India as it is among those in Europe. But 
the 1·eason for this is not any lack of basic aptitude as· 
inexperience. The way to familiarise the 11eople . and 
the politicians of India with the reality of defence 
questions is not to exclude them from all contact with 
military affairs but bring them into closer relations 
with the problems of national security. This can only 
be done through the increasing association of Indians 
with the actual defensi\e arrangements of the country, 
if not at first in an executi \'e, at least in a consultati \'C 

capacity. As a matter of fact, most thoughtful Imlians 
would not consider it unreasonable at all· if a short 
probationary period were interposed bet\\rcen the ·present 
exclu:;ion of Indians from the field of defence and 
their full participation in it. It was with this ol1ject 
that the British Indian Delegation before the .Joint 
Parliamentary Committee suggested the creation of 
something . like ·an Indian Committee of Imperial 
Defence. This proposal, if accepted, would certainly 
have familiarized Indians with the problems of defrnc-e 
and secured their co-operation in army affairs. But 
it produced no clefinito response from the Joint Parlia
menta9· Committee. It was perhaps too conscious of 
t11e authoritatire and important, though nominally 
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alhisory functions-performed by the Committee of Imperial 
Defen,~e in England to recommend the creation of such 
a body in India. At the same time it could not reject 
so reasonable a proposal. So what it did was to des
cribe the question wholly as one for settlement between 
the GoYernment of India and the legislature. 

Defence in the New Constitution 
· It.is wry unlikely that the authorities in India will 

inYite the co-operation of the Indians even in a consul
tatin capacity and to a greater extent than is neces

. sary to gh·e an appearance of popular support to their 
policy on account of the complete freedom from legis
Jath·e control with which they l1ave been invested in 
the new constitution. One of the principles adopted in 
this constitution · is that ~~in the sphere of defence the 
Governor- General's responsibility will remain undivided 
and unimpaired and the Department of Defence will be 
under l1is exelusiYe direction and control. " This refers 
to his res1Jonsibility to the Indian and not the British 
people, as he will be fully answerable for the adminis
tration of the department to the Secretary of State. for 
India and thro11gh him ultimately to Parliament. This 
princi1>le of undivided responsibility ~vill find expression 
through the follo"·ing arrangements: 

First, the Department of Defence will_be administered 
directly by a Counsellor under the supervision and 
control of the GoYernor-Geueral. . 

Secondly, in order to a\·oid responsibility in any form 
. to .' tlw popular legislature and popular ministers in 
respect of expenditure on defence~ Military Finance and 
the Military Accounts Department, which are now sub
ordinate to the Finance Department of the Government 
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of India and to the Army Department, will be transferrcCt 
to the Defence Department. As a necessary consequence 
of this arrangement the pay and pensions of the defence 
personnel would not be submitted to the vote of the 
legislature. 

Thirdly, the Governor-General will have powers to 
coerce any department on the ministerial, i. e., popular 
and responsible side, if anything done by it should 
conflict with the policy of the Defence Department. 

Fourthly, the Governor-General will possess the same 
powers in regard to provincial go\~ernments, and should 
anything done in the provincial sphere conflict with the 
policy · of the Defence Department, the views of the 
Governor-General must prevail and he will be given 
adequate means of giving effect to them. 

It will thus be seen that the powers of the Governor 
General will be absolutely untrammelled in the field 
of defence. In order to qualify them in some measure, 
the British Indian Delegation before the Joint Parlia
mentary Committee suggested that the Governor General's 
Counsellor in charge of the Department of . Defence 
should always be a non-official Iu.dian and preferably 
an elected member of the legislature or a representa
tive of one of the states ; that the control now exercised 
by the Finance Member and the Finance Department 
should be continued ; and that all questioi1s relating to 
army policy and the animal military budget should be 
considered by the entire ministry, including both Ministers 
and Counsellors, in the case of a difference between 
whom the views of the Governor-General will prevail. 
All these suggestions have been rejected on the ground 
that they conflict with the principle of Governor-General's 
unqualified responsibility. 
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The most i111portant omission in the arguments on 

which this rejection is based are that they fail to state 
what purpose this unqualified responsibility is intended 
to serve, as responsibility simply for responsibility's sake 
cannot be regarded as a principle. From the Indian 
point of view, the special responsibility of the Governor-

General in regard to defence can only be admitted if it is 
in India's interest, if it is exercised only because Indians 
are not ready just at this moment to take over the Depart
ment of Defence, atul, above all, if there is provided at the 
same time the neces~ary machinery for the natural 
transfer of the responsibility at the end of the transitional 
or probationary period. The provisions of the new cons
titution satisfy none of these requirements. They provide 
for an autocracy on the resenred side at the centre which 
will be nntempered even by the limited degree of influence 
oYer policy now exercised by the Indian membE.rs of the 
Governor-General's Council, and thus are a definite retro
gression on the state of affairs as they are at present. 

The Army As An Imperial force 
Though the object of keeping the Governor-General's 

reponsilJility unimpaired in matters of defence has never . 
been officially avowed, it is not difficult to find in it the 
necessity for preserving the imperial character of the 
Indian forces. Just as the British Empire is an empire 
without an imperial government, it is also an empire· 
without a formally-constituted imperial army. But there 
are degrees of cohesion among its widely scattered and 
more or less autonomous fo~ces which make ·them ·variably 
dependable for imperial use. Thus, the Dominion armies;· 
which are meant for local defence, form ·a.n independent 
group and cannot be used for any other purpose' without 



the consent of their Governments, while the British 
Army hi Great Britain and the forces 
in the Crown Colonies, dependencies and n1andated 
torritorie~ .. stand closely together under the direct and 
indirect control of the War Office and form an imperial 

· force. In this scheme of relations, the position of the 
Iudiau army is with the second group. In spite of its 
theoretical autonomy, the powers exercised ove1· it by the 
Government of India have never been more than what 
must necessarily be delegated to a local agent managing 
its affairs at a considerable distance from the central 
authority. Thus, the Army in India has always been 
closely, though indirectly, controlled by the imperial 
military authorities, who can use it for any purpose they 
think fit with due regard for military contingencies but 
without a.uy fear of constitutional checks. 

This control is maintained, first of all, by giving no 
voice to the Indian people in matters of defence and, 
secondly, by making the Government of India responsible 
to Parliament and the British Government. While the 
Dominions have complete control over their foreign 
poUcy and defeuce arrangements and are in no way bound 
by the decisiOllS of the British Cabinet, the India Govern
ment is constitutionally subject to the latter's authority, 
and the Secretary of Statt: for India is the channel 
through whom this authority is exercised. Therefore, in 
contrast to the practice in the case of the Dominions, 
whose co-operation in imperial defence is secured through 
consultation with the respective Councils of Defence and 
representation on the Committee of Imperial Defence, all 
important questions connected with the defence of India 
have to be submitted to the British Government, whose 
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technical department naturally examines and a:pproves of 
or rejects them. It does not matter if this control is 
called that of the Secretary of State rather than of the War 
Office. The control of the British Government over India, 
being collective and the Secretary of State being no expert 
in matters concerned with defence, he has of necessity to 
submit it for opinion and decision to the experts, and 
thus the final agency which controls the defence of India 
both legally and actually, though indirectly, are the 
imperial military authorities. 

Besides, these authorities have two other direct means 
of keeping in touch with the Army in India. 
The first of these is the right given to the 
Commander-in-Chief and the principal Staff Officers in 
India to correspond direct with the War Office on 
questions relating to intelligence, training, preparation 
for war, and other matters not requiring the decision of 
the Government of iindia and the supply of military 
information required by the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff. There is no doubt.that :this is one of the most 
important channels through which the Imperial General 
Staff influences army affairs in India, and though theore
tically this right to correspond directly does not extend to 
important questions involving principle or policy or 
expenditure, which are dealt with by the .Ar.::.y Depart
ment in correspondence with the Secretary of State for 
India, it is hardly possible to keep the communications in 
watertight compartments in practice. 

The second important instrument of the influence of 
the imperial military authorities are the British officers who 
command and staff the Army in India. In the Dominions, 
the co-ordination of the strategy, tactics and trainingoi 
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the armies with the doctrine ·laid down by the Imperial 
General Staff is secured by the exchange of officers in th(\ 
two services, and their common training in the newly
established Imperial Defence College. · But the command 
in India artd Great Britain is practically identical. 
Whether they belong technically to the British or the 
Indian service, the · British officers of Indian 
army are the local agents of the Imperial General 
Staff in all matters connected with military policy and 
organization. Tlley keep themselves in close touch with 
the plans and id~as of that body and do not acknowledge 
~my duty to the national defensiYe requirements of India. 
Present Sfage of lndianization. 

There is no doubt that the imperial stakes in the 
Army in India would have stood as effectively in the 
way of giving commissions to Indians as they have 
stood in the way of transferring political control, ·had 
not both the British and India Governments been 
irreYocably committed to it by their political 
pledges. Accordingly, the opposition of the 
Imperial and Indian military authorities rn 
this field has taken the form of confining the 
transformation within as narrow limits ·as possible, 
making it slow and difficult, and treating it as an ex
periment. It is on account of this opposition that 
British statesmen have never been able to give anr 
undertaking about the pace of Indianization, nor even to 
admit the principle that the entire Indian army ·will be 
commanded by Indians at some future time. 

This was seen very clearly in the discussions of the 
Sub-Committee No. '\r:II, dealing with defence, of thP 
first Round Table Conference. The discu::;sions in it 
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centered mainly round the questio-n· of In_dianization 

and soon led to a clear difference of opinion. · "The 

majority of the Sub-Committee . considered it impossible 

for practical reasons to lay down any defiinite rate of 
Indianization or anything of a precise character that 
might in any way embarrass those responsible for 
defence and fetter the judgment or the discretion of. the 
military authorities," while the minority "was in favour 
of a strong affirmation to the effect that the complete 
Indianiz~tioil of the officers of the Indian . army should 
take place within a specified period." The cleavage 
between the tw{) sections being thus fundamental: it was 
decided to incorporate the views of_ both in the . report 
and a resolution was passed recommending, among other 
things, a substantial increase in the rate of Indianization 
and the establishment of a military college in India. 

It will thus be seen that with the exception of the 
decision about the military college, the resolution of the 
Defence Sub-Committee contained nothing definite and 
left the· whole matter to the military authorities. This 
liberty of action was fully exercised by theni in pro
mulgating their scheme of Indianization a few months 
later, under which a division of the Indian army was 
to be Indianized and the annual in-take of officers in the 
military college in India was fixed at sixty. This is 
the scheme which is now being worked out. It ·was 
adopted after a full consultation between the Govern
ment of India and the military authorities, both. British 
and Indian, and l'epresents the extreme limit of con
cession to which the 1atter were prepared to go. This 
deliberate character of the scheme has again been 
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emphasized recently, and for this reason its scope and 
limitations deserve to be analysed a !little more fully. 

The first important feature~ of the scheme is that 
for the :first time in the history of the post-Mutiny army, 
it seeks to creat a formation of all arms composed 
entirely of Indians. As the Commander-in-chief ex
plained to the Indian Military College Committee of 
1931, the object of the scheme was "to create a recognized 
combatant force on a purely Indian basis, which would 
in time replace a force of a similar size in the Imperial 
army." It should be recognized that this was a defi
nite advance on any scheme of Indianization previously 
formulated lmt at the same time the decision to confine 
Indianization to a particular formation continues the 
principle of segregating Indian officers in one place, 
which was one of the most unpopular features of Lord 
Rawlinson's Ejght Units Scheme. Military authorities 
object to the term segregation and explain that the 
restrietion of Indianization within a definite field is 
unavoidable on account of the experimental character 
of the change. This may be partly true, but there is 
no doubt that it is also due in some measure to racial 
prejudice. Ever since the inception of the idea of giving 
a responsible position to Indians in the army, more than 
fifty years ago, one of the greatest obstacles in the way 
of realizing it was frankly recognized to be what Lord 
Kitchener described as "the deep-seated racial repugnance 
to any step which brings nearer the day when English
men in the army may have to take orders from Indians." 
This was put more bluntly by Lord Rawlinson after 
the war, when he wrote that old officers in England 
were frightened by the talk of Indianization and had 
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begun to say that ''they won't send their s~ns out to 
serve under natives." He, therefore, suggested a way 
out by confining Indianization to c_ertain units of the 
army, a solution which was also suggested by Sir George 
Chesney in 1868 and Lord Morley in 1907. This was 
the underlying motive of the Eight Units Scheme, and 
there is no reason to assume that the prejudice which 
was reSponsible for it has died out siJtce. 

The second feature of the scheme is its extreme 
slowness and caution .. In spite of their decision to con· 
fine Indianization to one division, the military autho
rities could have made the transformation within those 
limits much quicker by adopting a higher figure for 
the output from the military college. But as the 
Commander-in-Chief said, he was "quite unable to advis~ 

Govemment to experiment with a larger number of 
units than this will mean, until such ·time as we can 
see a little more clearly whether an army officered 
by Indian<; is going to be a fighting proposition. This 
opinion, he repeated again, when he told the Council of 
State in last September that ''it was impossible to think 
that any responsible Government would be moved from 
their well-considered policy before the first fruits had 
time to prove themselves." 

The third feature of the existing scheme is what 
looks like an attempt to give the Indianized portion 
of the army an inferior status by giving the new Indian 
officers a lower rate of pay and restricted powers of 
command. Now, as regards the rate of pay, theoretically 
speaking, there is no reason why a lower scale based 
upon a less expensive education and more commensurate 
with the financial resources of the country concer~ed 
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should carry · with it any suggestion of inferiority. 
But in practice .its effects are certain to be so, parti
cularly as the new officers ·are· being trained to and 
will in fact .adopt the English sta1idard of living. A.s 
an acute observer ·of English social life has 1;emarked, 
every Englishman, who strives after social ·recognition, 
displays a luxurious standard of dress, diet, travelling, 
amusements and personal services, whether he can 
afford it or no, and the very first thing a social upstart 
thinks of doing in England is to show by an affectation 
of luxury that he wants to be classed as a gentleman. 
To deny the means of indulging in these luxuries on 
an equal, though admittedly irrational scale, to an 
Indian would be to draw upon him the condescension, if 
not actually tlJ.e contempt, of his English colleagues. 

The distinction in respect of powers of command 
is even more serious. Under the latest amendments to 
the Indian Army Act, the Indian commissioned officers 
will not automaticallyhave the same po·wers of command 
over the perso:Ii.nel of the British Army in India as are 
possessed by British officers, but it ~ll be left by 
1·egulations to the commanders to appoint the occasions 
on which Indian officers may exercise these powers. This 
special provision would involve a serious limitation on 
the Indian officer's status and usefulness even when 
the divisional scheme has been fully wor~ed out, and 
in the existing state of affairs his position would be still 
worse. 

At present all the formations, i. e., divisions,. brigades 
etc., in ·India are composed both of British and Indian 
troops. The stations and areas also have an assemb
lage of soldiers, both British and Indian. Any officer 



who is· fitted· by 'his·- rank· to:.ao ·so can· now· command 
these formations, stations and- ateas irrespective of the 
fact whether they contain Indian or British troops. But 
under the ' new rules· ·the . indian <lfficer· will n9t be 
·entitled fo command. by virtue ot his rank alon:e and with
out special . executive sanetii>u·,·any forn'lation, •; station ·or 
area, which co'ntailis Briti:sht troops. This is a seriou-s 
curtailment of the powers -of the Indian officer, and -under 
the sh·ess ·of· ··war ·.when it may not be practiClable. · al
ways to· group Indian and · British -troops in·. exclusiV'e 
formations, th~ handicap is bound to be -~lill- worse. ·. - .. 

: Thus the programme of in~iailiiation: which -is· • ntrw 
being worke& ouf falls decidedly short of a satl.sfactory 
standard, though it is an improvement in' some respects 
on previous· 'schemes. • Yet, its obvious drawbacks. llia:y 
in the hmg ruri prove to -·be:le8s serious than its distant 
implications. It is· 'quite- possible that 'the origin·- land 
features of the· scheme are due to the simple desire of 
the military authorities to make thetransfer:6f oolllllifnfd 
as slow and difficult as. they. c-an make it.. But the 
full consideration with which · .it was ·iutrodu~ed, -the 
deliberatenes-s· with· ·which a - . distinct._ status_ .is ·being 
conferred on the Indian:. officers and the unwillingness 
which the authorities show to extend Indianization. be,. 
yond a division-all suggest. that it might a..lso be part 
of a clearly·conceived' -design. The soldiers and states.• 
meu who direct·: intperial=.:military policy are. too. far
sighted to count on tb~ 'exclusjon-- :for all time of India1:1~ 

from the defence Qf.the.ir:c~uutry; which is yet so neces
saty for ·: ~aintaining · . the-~ inwerial character. of th.e 
Indian .army.· .. ~They -may, . .therefore, hav~ h.it upon a 
solution of. the-: difficulty by:· dividing . the ~rmy. in I:ndia 



into two parts, one to be composed of and · commanded 
by . Indians and employed ·for local defence, and 
the other, composed of both Indian and 
British troops and commanded wholly by British officers, 
to be reserved for imperial purposes, so that if at 
some future date the political control of defence has 
to be transferred to Indians ·it might be confined to 
the field of local defence and not disturb imperial 
defensive arrangements. It is certain that the recent 
decision of the British Government to make a contri~ 
bution towards the cost of the Army in India was 
taken with some such · end in view and to reinforce 
the claim for British control over the army on financial 
in addition to· other grounds. The acceptance of this 
contribution has been one of the signal blunders in 
Indian politics in recent years and has materially 
prejudiced the case for Indianization. 

Supply of Officers 

The latest argument against quickening the pace of 
Indianization is that there is a lack. of candidates of 
the right stamp even for the limited number of annual 
vacancies now offered. The Indian 1\Iilitary Academy 
e.t Debra Dun has now been in existence for something ! 
like four years. The first batch of Indian officers . 
trained by it passed our of the College in December, · 
1934. As a result of the experience gained during this: 
period, the military authorities say that they are not i 
getting a sufficient number of candidates of the suitable 
type and that a large proportion of the aspirants who 
come before the Record and Interview Board are abso~ 
lutely unsuited either to be officers or lead men. 
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This, at first sight, is a very startling conclusion, 
as the annual contingent for the college has been fixed 
only at sixty. But it should not be dismissed as 
unfounded or insincere. The creation of an officer class 
is ererywhere and at all times a long and arduous 
proeess, and the . only way to succeed iB. it is to set 
about it on right lines. 

Lord Haldane says · that before ·the war it was 
difficult e.aough to recruit the limited number · of officers 
then required sor the small British army and that during 
his term of office as Secretary of State for War every source 
had been tried by the able administrative Generals 
working with him and found wanting. Contrasting 
this state of affairs with the conditions in France and 
Germany, he writes; 

''To raise a great corps of officers who have volun
tarily selected the career of an officer as an 
exclusive and absorbing profession has baen 
possible in Germany and France. But it has 
only become possible there after generations 
of effort and pressure of a long-standing tra
dition, extending from decade to decade, under 
which a nation, armed for the defeL.ce of its 
land frontiers, has expended money and its 
spirit in creating such an officer caste." 

Since then, as a result of the war, the .·handicap on 
numbers has largely been removed. But even now, 
if we are to believe Sir Philip Chetwode, the British 
officE'rs, as a class, are ·lnot of the highest type in gene
ral education, military instinct and leadership. He 
says, he was horrified at the. number ofiBritish officers 
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in India who ·had allowed themselves to sink into a· ~tate 
of complet~ brain slackness. Their narrow '.interest~ 
were bounded by the morning parade, the: game_ they 
happened to ·play, and purely local and unimportant 
matters. There were officers all over fndia who scar
cely read the _.newspapers and were quite unaware of 
the larger aspect of what was gojng on in India around 
them and still less of the stupendous events ·outside 
this country which were in proees_s of fJrming an· en~ 
tirely new. world.·· There were many . officers, he further 
adds, who e-ould not express themsel"f"es clearly in the 
simplest la11guage, let alone. with any style ·.or 
distinction. * . 
: · If conditions are like this among · the British people 
with their long tradition of public, military .and· ·na.va1 
service a11~ a s-:hool . and uni-v_ersity li~e .. p_a~cularly 
adapted_ to_;:dewlop the. ca_pacit.y- for .. ~-~Dl: ~Q~k, the diffi
culties _in t~e ~st stag~s of _In~ianizati_~n should not 
bo · looked upon_ as exceptionW,.. Still, they would have 
been .. far le~s serious if the mD:itary ._authorities had 
;not quite unnecessarily na~rowe~. dowp. !h~ ;field of supply 
by the _ a~option of a. ~holly .. ·. uns!Jitabl~ . system of 
~aining and test of suitability .. The first .. ~ondition of 
: succe~s .d any syste:m .of mW!~Y ~ucation is that it 
should be suited to the national .cha,racter and not try . . . --. . . .. . ... 
to up~ot the· cadets from their social environment. 
This, however,· is exactly what the 'military' authorities 
are attempting in India. They are not only trying to 
inculCate the best moral qualities of British officers 1n 
their Indian replicas but are . also. imposing upon the 

• These opinions ~re exr~~sscd by· Sir- Philip Chetwode iu -~D 
eddre~s given at.the Staff College, Q11etta, early in 1935. ·. 
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latter the: EpgliEh .niode of ·.·Jiving and social behavimii'. 
This is due· to the fact· that· their notion 'Of· the ·best 
type, of officer is derived from public school ideals, whic-h 
SE.'t almost ·as much value on· the English~ . traifs .. of 
self-restraint,. reticence, fair-play and strong will as ·on 
a: code of good form limited to pure. externals. 'But it 
is exactly · this code of good form which seems · t:dv:lal 
. to the. :more serious Indian temperament, rather inclined 
to seek a conscious idealistic satisfacti.on in every effort 
and -activity~·· Therefore, . whenever.- they try to·adopt 
this· code. of good form they losetsom~ of their robustness 
and become both' self -conscious and_ finical.: 

The bearing of this fact· on the supply of cand-idate$ 
to· the. :military college, when taken. fogethet · with the 
high.'cost·. of.education at Debra Dun and the eoinplica .. 
~d method :of selection, should:be clear to all. -Though 
it might be. possible to . find. in India :a fair,. nu:mber 
of young men. wh_o .. approximate the · British . type -in 
character and outlook; the number . of those who: satisfy 
this".test- and have. in. addition the ·r~uisite· economic 
status', familiarity· with·spoken English and the. English 
triode. of living, and··contacts in Government ctrcles, ·must 
necessarily be very few. Hence; in practice, the standard 
set by·the military authorities favours candidates 'of. the 
class which possesses all the external qualifications. This 
is the urbane, anglicized and well-to-do· upper middle~class 
of .India., which from. 'its. · long association 
with_ GErver.nment is· most · · familiar . with the 
rechnique .of job · securing, but . who · for this 
very ·reason is nol likely ·to ·produce the best type. of 
officer. There is no doubt that ·this. class is.. in many 
respects. the most 'intelligent, supple and refined in India. 
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Nevertheless, its long monopoly of State employment has 
made it value official careers· more for their security 
prestige and handsome emoluments than opportunities for 
service, while its mode of living has not only somewhat 
der-italized it, but made it a stranger to the people. It 
must be the or-er-representation of candidates of this class 
which leads the military1 authorities to complain about 
the absence of the natural leaders of the country among 
the candidates for commissions. 

The second check on the supply of candidates to the 
military college is the want of the necessary background. 
Everyone who has tried to familiarize himself with the 
problems of military education knows that it does not 
consist simply of training a small number of cadets in a 
specialized college. It has a far wider national back
ground. Therefore, all the nations of the West recognize 
three stages in the education of officers: the first or 
preliminary education which is imparted through the 
general educational system of the country and intended 
only to dev-elop physique and character; the second or 
graduating stage which is gh·en at one or more military 
college expressly designed to provide officers for the 
army; and the third or the post-graduate stage which is 
highly specialized 11nd professional, and is gir-en at Sta:ff 
Colleges and elsewhere. 

Ther~ is, besides, an intimate relation between the 
army and the universities in all western counb·ies. In 
Great Britain, for example,-the unir-ersities are recog
nized as sources from which a supply of officers may be 
drawn not only for the Regular Army and the Royal 
Air Force, but for the Resene of Officers and for the 
.Territorial Army as well. In the years immediately 



preceding the war, Cambridge, to take only one instance. 
contributed a large number of candidates for· commissions 
in the Army, and a system of military instruction was 
organized there under the direction of a Board of :Uilitary 
Studies, in direct communication· with the War Office. 
The system was re-established after the war under the 
auspices of the War Office and the Air Ministry. It is 

· the intention of the Army ·council to increase the number 
of candidates for commissions from the universities, and 
new regulations have possibly been issued by _them by 
this time. The ·army and the universities in England 
are also brought closer together by the fact that military 
and naval officers often join the universities for _post
graduate courses. None of these auxiliary devices exist 
in India. 

It is not very surprising, therefore, that the supply 
of candidates for the military college should be somewhat 
limited, and confronted with what looks like a drying up 
of the military energy of India in the 1tighe~t sphere, the 
military authorities adopt the same principle as they did 
in the case of the common soldier. _ They appeal · to 
hereditary aptitudes and want the natural leaders of the 
country, the sons of sardars and big zamindars, to come 
forward for commissions. But here again they commit 
two mistakes, the first of which is to suppose that all the 
big zami ndars are the natural leaders of the country. 
Precisely this mistake was committad by the early 
British administrators in Bengal when, on the analogy of 
the great land-owning families of Great Britain, they took 
the revenue farmers of the Mogul administration to be 
the real owners of land and leaders of society and tried 
to impose the ideal of noblesse obli'ge on them: by 



converting thetn i.nto zamindars throriglr ·the. :' Pern\anen~ 
Settleinent. The second mistake of. the military \authorities 
is to suppose that such sardars, · zamindar9.· and ·.princely 
families as can, elaim to be ···Ahe hei.'editary leaders.: of the 
people would take :service with them without i·egard to 
the historical · development which has intervened .in .the 
meanwhile. · Sir Philip Chetwode has· expressed surpTise 
that. the princely and noble families' and the sardars in 
the Indian Sfates do not think it good enough to send 
tlleir son:s tQ serve in the Indian army and has not been 
able to :discover any reason for it. The reason, however, 
is given. very clearly· by Kaye in his · analysis of the 
Sepo:y ·ai•my: . . . , · 
.. o:-: ~"The:fou1:1.ders of the native arniy", he writes, "had 

conceived the idea of a force recruited from 
among the people 'of · ; the .. count1·y and 
.eommanded for the most.· ~part .. by ·men of 
their own. race, but of higher. social position:"- , 
Iilen, in a word, ·of the master-class accus~· · 
tonied to· exact obedience from their inferiors. 
But it was the inevitable tendency of . ou:ri 
increasing power in India to :oust the native 
fa.nctionary from his seat, or lift him from 
his saddle so that the· .White man might 
:fix himself there : .. ~: ••• 

''So it happened, in due course, that the native 
officers, ·who had e~ercised real military 
authority in their· battalions, wlio 'had en-. 
joyed opp01;tunities of personal distinction, 
who had. felt . honourable pride in their 
119sition, were pushed aside by an incursion of 
Engli&:}l. gentlemen, who took. all subst~ntive: 
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power into their hands, and left scar
cely more than the shadow of a· rank to 
the men whom they had supplanted. An 
English subaltern was appointed to every 
company, and the native officers then began 
to collapse into something little better than 
name. 

"As the degradation of the native officer was thus 
accomplished, the whole character of the . 
Sipahi army was changed. It ceased to be 
a profession in which men of higher position, 
accustomed to command, might satisfy the 
aspirations and expend the energies of their 
liYes. Thenceforth, therefore, we dug out 
materials of our army from the lower strata 
of society and the gentry of the laud, seeking 
military service, carried their ambitions 
beyond the red line of the British frontier 
and offered their swords to the Princes of 
the Native States". 

It is this historical process which must be reversed 
if there is to he a revival of the military capacity of 
the nation. In the higher sphere of command as in the 
lower sphere of man-power, the only way to create a 
truely national army .is to wipe off the state the deve
lopments of the last hundred and fifty years and lay the 
fom1dations afresh. 
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